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Sweeping environmental initiative

Big Green faces steep
industry opposition
by Jack Durham

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Proposition
128, better known
as Big Green, is
one of the most
sweeping
environmental
measures ever
put before the

California electorate.
The initiative is sponsored by
Attorney General John Van de Kamp,
Assemblymen Lloyd Connelly, DSacramento and Tom Hayden, D-Santa
Monica and environmental groups
including the Sierra Club.
Proposition 128 addresses issues of
pesticides, global warming, ozone
depletion, protection of coastal waters
and forestry. It creates an elected
position of environmental advocate to
enforce the provisions in the initiative.
If passed,

the

initiative

may

be

challenged because of a clause in the
state constitution restricting initiatives

to address only one topic. But Karl Ory,
an administrative assistant for
Campaign California, a group
campaigning for the initiative’s
passage, said Proposition 128 is
constitutional because it deals with one
issue — the environment.
There is widespread support for 128
from major statewide environmental

groups including the Sierra Club and
the Natural Resources Defense Council.
But Don Schrack, a spokesperson for

New bill gives
students
access to
crime stats

No on 128 — The Hayden Initiative,
said in a telephone interview from San
Francisco that Californians would lose
jobs if Proposition 128 passes, and food,
gasoline and energy prices would
increase.
No on 128 — The Hayden Initiative
receives major funding from chemical
companies and subsidiaries of chemical
companies including the Chevron
Corp., Dow Chemical Co. and Arco
Chemical

Co.,

Jim

McKinney,

spokesperson for No on 128-The
Hayden Initiative, said in a telephone
interview from San Francisco.
Proposition 135, the Pesticide
Regulation Initiative, supported by
farmers, farm organizations, food
processors and grocers including the
California Farm Bureau arid Grocery
Manufacturers Association, would
override the pesticide provisions of Big
Green if it wins more votes.
Proposition 128 would ban pesticides
“known to cause cancer or reproductive

harm” by Jan. 1, 1996, witha three-year
extension in cases of “severe economic
hardship.” The phase-out would
immediately
affect 19 of the

approximately 300 pesticides used on

food.
For other pesticides, it would limit
residues in food to a level of “no
significant risk” with no trade-off for
economic benefits.
These standards would also apply to
foreign and domestic food imported
Please see Big Green, page 17

by Chris Jackson

LUMBERJACK STAFF

In the wake of the grisly murders of
five University of Florida students in
early September, a bill is before
Congress that would require colleges
and universities to publish campus
crime statistics and make them available
to prospective students and their
parents.

Elections are around the
corner and in this week’s
Lumberjack, coverage of

issues and events begins.
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PHOTO BY COLLEEN FUTCH

Eight-year-old Paloma Syatauw of Fleldbrook participates with her
family in Saturday’s protest of U.S. military presence in the Persian Gulf.
About 120 people attended the Eureka demonstration. Speakers said the

demonstration deals with issues of peace and the environment, with
some saying that greater fuel efficiency would make the debate about
U.S. intervention a moot point. See page 19 for story.

It was expected that Congress would
vote on the legislation, HR 1454,known
as the Student Right to Know Act, this
fall.
However, because of delays in
resolving the federal budget, the final
vote is not expected until early spring,
Clyde Aveilhe, California State
University director of federal relations,
said in a phone interview from
Washington, D.C.

With features like
Hard-Core Scare
and Café Satan, a
haunted house

From ballot initiatives, to
local races, to statewide
contentions, there’s plenty
to keep voters busy.

brings the right

9

23

frights and
best of the macabre to Arcata.

Aveilhe monitors, reports to and

lobbies Congress on behalf of the CSU.
The legislation, which was
submitted
to the House
of
Representatives

as

the

Crime

Awareness and Campus Security Act,
has since been given its new title and
added toa bill dealing with the release

of graduation rates of college athletes.
Please see Crime, back page
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Across from McDonald’s
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HOT FROM OUR DELI
Delicately seasoned with
whole wheat crust.
Delicious and cholesterol-free!
Easy to heat at home!

WE ALSO FEATURE
Baked Tofu-Vegie Patties
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32.35
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Marinated & Baked Tofu-Cutlets
50
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822-4507

6/2.45

12/4.75

Fresh Tofu...............:.

45

1.35/LB

WE

ART KNOWS
RECYCLING

3/1.25

SPECIALIZE

IN...

delicious, ready-to-eat and easy-to-prepare
foods — ali cholesterol free and many
with locally-produced and
organically-grown ingredients

768 16th Street, Arcata
Mon-Sat 8-8 * Sun 11-6
TAKE OUT: 822-7409

“We must conserve our resources while
finding viable

alternatives.”

— Art Eddy

Recycling is one of Art's personal
convictions. In his neighborhood he
has organized paper and can drives.
By promoting recycling, Art hopes
to double the remaining life of the

Cummings Road Landfill.

Art knows that garbage is one of the
county's top priorities in the next decade. With his leadership and ability
to motivate people, he can help clean
up this area and make it a better place
to live.
Your vote for Art Eddy is a vote for
a cleaner environment.

Thank you for voting for me
on November 6th.

WE STRONGLY SUPPORT ART EDDY
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Budget dispute
with LJE forces
A.S. fund freeze
by Gigi Hanna

LUMBERJACK STAFF
Funds

allocated

for

Activities Coordinating

the

HSU

Board

have

been frozen by the Associated Students
Executive Board pending a Nov. 9
review of grant proposals by
Lumberjack Enterprises.

The A.S., along with the University
Center, Student- Affairs, Humboldt
Orientation Program and Residence
Halls Association/LJE agreed last year
to allocate $5000 each to help fund the
ACB.

However,

the language

in the

A.S. budget stipulates that A.S. would
provide funds proportional to thai of

each of the other contributors.
“The Executive Committee froze the
funds because we feel that the budget
language was not adhered to,” Dennis
Perez, A.S. treasurer, said.
“We were operating on the verbal
agreement that the money would be
there,” said A.S. President Randy Villa
at an A.S. Board of Finance meeting

Tuesday.

eT

Big wheel keep on turnin’

Because
funds wasa
its budget,
will review

PHOTO BY COLLEEN FUTCH

Todd Swarthout, co-director of the Campus Center for

Nov.10is one of the many seminars being offered by

Appropriate Technology, spins natural fibers into yarn
at CCAT Tuesday. A spinning workshop on Saturday,

the center this year. For a look at CCAT and its
applied conservation technology, please see page 6.

when it reviews 16 other grant
proposals. Thus, ACB will be vying for

a piece of the $10,000 pie that LJE has
set aside to “encourage co-curricular

HSU bike law idles in committee
the surrounding streets. The narrow
by Bob Anderson
LUMBERJACK STAFF
walkway on the north side of the science building would need to be widOn-campus cyclists will be in for a ened to accommodate the path.
change if administrators ap rove arec“We're not recommending that (the
ommendation to alter
HSU’s public
science area) be utilized until it’s widsafety code.
ened,” he said.
In May, the HSU Public Safety ComThe PSC also proposed that the area
mittee submitted a proposal to desigbordered by the art complex, the linate certain areas on campus off-limits brary, Redwood Residence Hall, and
to bike riders while expanding other
the University Center be closed to bike
areas to include safer thoroughfares for riding.
cyclists and pedestrians, said PSC
“The other recommendation is to
Chairman Kenneth Fulgham.
require walking bikes through (that)
“It’sakind ofclarification,” Fulgham,
area,” Fulgham said, adding that “HSU
an associate professor of range manis not alone with regards to being more
agement, said of the proposal. “What restrictive of bikes on campus.”
we're saying is that bicycles are a meKen Combs, director of physical serchanical form of transportation. They’re
vices and chairman of the Standing
not exempt from rules. Unfortunately,
Committee of Space and Facilities at
there are some cyclists who think they
HSU, referred the bicycle issue to the
are exempt.”
PSC because his committee deals with
parking, not safety issues.
The PSC is made up of HSU students,
staff, faculty and administrators.
“How pet prt safety for HSU
One of the PSC’s recommendations students and
employees, that’s (the)
is to designatea route through campus,
concern,” Combs said. “That’s why
exclusive to bikes and
pedestrians, cre- Public Safety is developing the policy.
We're talking about preventing injury
ating a safer flow of traffic by reducing
the potential for accidents between bi- and liability.
“I think there’s going to be some
cycles and automobiles.
The proposed route would be a con- controversy between the rights of petinuous ee linking the art, science destrians and the rights of cyclists,”
and physical education complexes with Combs said, adding that the encour-
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programsand activities that will benefit
the students of HSU,” an LJE ad stated.

agement of cycling is an important concern in light of the present alternativetransportation drive on campus.

Combs told of a Southern California
student visiting HSU who was amazed
to see bike riding allowed in areas such
as the University Center quad. Combs
agreed withFulgham, saying that many
CSU campuses have tougher bike rules
than HSU.
At HSU, the smaller size of the campus might have made strict rules less of
an issue in the past, Combs said, but a
tougher policy is more important “as
enrollment grows and (bicycle) ridership is encouraged.”
He said the proposal is in the developmental stage and that other factors
such as cost must be considered before
anamendmentof the safety code canbe
considered.
“When it gets to the stage of implementation, it becomes the concern of
the University Resource Planning and
Budget Committee,” Combs said.
The PSC’s report must also be reviewed by the vice president for studentaffairs before finally being decided
upon by the university president, he
said.
“Once the president approves it (the

proposal), it will become part of the
rules,” Fulgham said.
a4
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the agreement to allocate
verbal one, not specified in
the LJE Board of Directors
ACB’s request for funds

_
i

This
has caused some concern among
executive board members.
“LJE has thrown up roadblocks all
along,” Villa said. “The first was that
their bylaws wouldn’t allow them to
give money tocampus programs. Then

they didn’t have a process to allocate
the money. Now they’ve created a
en
ey which slows everything
else.”
While Villa sees the delay as “another

example of LJE’s non-responsiveness
to students,” Perez cautioned against

blaming them for waiting until Nov. 9
to allocate money.

“LJE is just following due process,”
Perez said.
“LJE supports the programs cn this
campus,” said Laura Hamby, director
of business

services

for

LJE.

“We

changed our bylaws and established
the Co-Curricular Program to facilitate
our support.
“The (LJE) board of directors won't
be able to allocate any funds until they
have reviewed all the proposals
submitted,” Hamby said.
The hold on funds won’t be an
immediate hardship for the ACB.
“(ACB) has enough resources at this
point so it’s business as usual,” said
Rees Hughes, ACB chairman. “Lack of

funds won’t bea factor until later in the
year.”
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Refugee program connects cultures
“A lot are homesick,” said Gibson,
an applied linguistics and multi-

by Elissa Stachelek

eee.

STAFF

cultural communications junior.
At the age of 12, Kirk Lee arrived in

Seattle, Wash. For the first time in his
life he saw snow. He didn’t know what
it was.

When he arrived at his new home his
bed was made. He didn’t understand
why the blankets were folded around
the bed.
Lee, a political science junior, is a

Laotian refugee who has since
overcome many cultural obstacles. He
is now assistant director of Youth
Educational
Service’s
Refugee
Extension Program.
REP was created four years ago by

then-student Bob Bouvier who had been
to Thailand through the Peace Corps.
Run by volunteers, Lee said the
program’s goal is to bridge the cultural
gap between Indo-Chinese refugees
and Americans.
Assistant Director Devon Gibsonand
Lee said the Hmong, Mien and Laotian
people fought with the CIA in Laos
during the Vietnam War. They fought
against communist forces and lost, and

“But they have no choice. If they go
back, they will be killed,” he said.
The
Indo-Chinese
refugee
population in Arcata is mainly
Hmong, Laotian and Mien with
anywhere from 110 to 120 families in
thecommunity eachaveraging 10kids,
Lee said.

“Many (refugees) like Arcata
because the mountains and weather
are similar to Laos and Thailand,” he

said.
To bring the program into the
community, Lee, Gibson and CoDirector Peter Giampaloi, a wildlife
management senior, ask volunteers
to tutor English or become a “match”
with one of the students.
Volunteers are required to attend
English as a second language classes
and bimonthly REP meetings.
Volunteers also are encouraged to
match themselves with a refugee and
are matched primarily on the skill
level of language.
Volunteers take their match to

sporting events, museums, the library
according to Gibson and Lee, the CIA
or the movies.
promised these people that if defeated,
Debra Scharlau, a sustainable
they would be allowed settlement in
»
development
senior, is matched with
the United States.
refugee Tong Lee of Eureka.
However, since coming to America,
Scharlau wants to work in another
therefugees have realized that to return
country after she finishes school and
to their homeland would mean taking
said this is an opportunity to learn
great risks.

Arcata Shell Petro Mart, 3197 Alliance Rd.
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Students: Close to Campus!
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Come check
out our new

prices on kegs

PHOTO BY ELISSA STACHELE

Wildlife senior and Extension Program Co-director Peter Giampaloi, right,
talks at a meeting with Co-director Kirk Lee, a political sclence sophomore,
and Assistant Director Devon Gibson, an applied liguistics junior.
communication skills.

“The people go from not being able to
read, write or have money, to landing in

Portland. What different encounters they
face is what I'll need to face,” she said.
At REP meetings, members talk about
cultural or adjustment concerns, the
resettlement process and better

techniques in teaching English. At last
Wednesday’s meeting Lee gavea lecture
in the Hmong language.

Speech Communication Associate
Professor Armeda Reitzel, the program’s

ARCATA BOWL
793

K STREET

and tappers!
12 oz.
Fountain
Drinks
with this

coupon

adviser, said thelecture gave volunte ers
the opportunity to feel what it is like to
be taught in a foreign language.
“Being as visual as possible is
important in teaching English as a
second language
“You should use uncluttered pictures
whichare not too childish. Or take them
(students) to a grocery store and talk
apples.
“Ask ‘Where is the apple’? so they
can bring it to you and show the)
understand,” she said.
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Governor signs amended university parking bill
by Jeff Gurley

LUMBERJACK STAFF
Most of the people who drive to HSU
complain about the parking. They say
that something needs to be done —
more spaces need to be made.
In February, Assemblyman Richard
Katz, D-Los Angeles, wrotea

bill which

stressed the need for alternative
transportation and to find the means to
improve parking for disabled students
and

faculty. The bill, AB2625,

was

amended six times before it received
nearly unanimous approval in the
California Senate.
Gov. Deukmejian signed the bill into
law in September.
The creation of a state university

parking revenue fund is the first step of
thenew law, in which
half of all parking
fines collected per month at each
California State University school is
deposited into this fund.
As individual schools need new
parking lots or structures, they inform
the CSU

Board

of Trustees,

which

allocates a portion of that fund to look
into transportation alternatives.
“A lot of people thought this bill
would

cut parking fees,” said John

Kerrigan, the California State Student
Association representative at HSU. “It

won't. We have $100 million worth of
bond debts from parking lots and
structures. Those still have to be paid.”
More than just having to be repaid,
the bonds, serving as loans from the

government, have hampered the bill’s
effectiveness. Existing agreements on

bond payments require limits of the
money allocated toward alternative
transportation programs.
Kerrigan said the state has agreed to
release $3 million of parking fine funds
as loans to individual campuses for
purposes of alternative parking. A
policy of “prioritizing” parking permits
also was introduced, he said.

Both measures still need to be
amended to accurately reflect the bill,
Kerrigan said.
“We are kind of in limbo right now
because the bill just passed,” Kerrigan
said. But areas he would lookinto would
be subsidizing the Humboldt Transit
Authority to service areas outside of

Arcata and setting up more bike racks
around campus.
“The HTA is willing to provide a
shuttle service to McKinleyville and
Eureka if ridership can be guaranteed,”
he said.
The law also aims at improving the
condition of parking for disabled
persons or those who provide
transportation for them. More disabled
parking spaces

will be created, with

money for the project partially coming
from the new revenue fund and
partially from regular parking fees.
Restricted zones will be opened for
disabled parking, and spaces in faculty
and staff lots also will be available.
With a valid disabled sticker, there is
alsoanexemption from parking meters.
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government hit
California State
Universities with a$99
million budget cut.
Fact: Students are

notorious for not voting.
Coincidence¢ No
way.

Professional

a big hit.
No money for lab
equipment or department
supplies. At HSU, sixty
classes were cancelled.

Many

part-time professors
are being laidoff. And the

_ effects from such drastic

vote.
budget reductions. When
And they know who _ will it end¢

votes. Down to your age,
income, interests and

occupation.
The state
government had to make
some budget cuts.
Unfortunately, in this

a

Lecture Series
was terminated.
These are
just some of the

their constituents who
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election year, students took

Distinguished

politicians try to
serve their
constituents
— especially
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1618 GC Street, Arcata 822-8712
2021 Sth Street #C, Eureka 445-3334

Meanwhile, a big

election is creeping up.

Read up on the
candidates and ballot
measures for the Nov. 6

election.
And vote.
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SAFEWAY.
OPEN 24 HOURS
Congratulations to the
Lumberjacks of the week!
Offensive player of the week:
Matt Hinton

Defensive player of the week:
John Herbert

Special team player of the week:
Adam Aikman
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CCAT plans secession from PG&E
New solar power inverter to make Buck House electrically independent
area On campus.”
by Colleen Futch
energy
“The Buck House area could have Working
solar
LUMBERJACK STAFF
with
charitably been described as slum
a

housing,” he said. “The surroundings
were terribly overgrown. The basement
was a junk pile and the house was
decrepit.”
Lehman said CCAT is now a working
demonstration center of self-sufficient
living.
“We took a corner of campus that
nobody wanted and turned it into a
very useful project.
“The fact that that is true is testament
to a huge amount of student effort,” he
said.

HSU’s Campus Center for Appropriate Technology is about to pull its
plug on the outside world.
Until now, CCAT had used solar
power to run all but a few household
items, including computers and stereos.
However, the recent purchase of an
inverter — a device that will convert
the 12-volt solar power to the 120 volts
needed for some appliances — will
make
the
center
completely

independent of Pacific Gas & Electric’s
electricity.

sun’s rays and create
a tlow of 12-volt

electricity

12 DC volts of
solar energy
inverted to 120
AC volts

Batteries capable of
storing up to two
weeks of solar
electricity

Swarthout, a research planning and

The$1,200 inverter was sold to CCAT

interpretation major, said the purpose
of CCAT
is “to provide a facility that
can be used as an on-site example of

by Alternative Energy Engineering in
Redway for approximately half the
regular price, said Todd Swarthout,
one
of the three live-in directors. Funds for
the purchase were provided by
Associated Students.
According to geology senior Thomas
Dunklin, former CCAT
director, the
center’s PG&E bill is now only about $3
or $4 a month. But they plan to have a
cut-the-wire” party in a few weeks
and be completely self-sufficient.
According to e ene Professor

Peter Lehman, the

Silicon cells in solar

panel are excited by

how to retro-fit a home to be solar-

operated and self-sufficient.”
“This house is 40 years old,” he said.
“If it can be retro-fitted to become what
it is, anything can.”
In addition to the self-sufficiency of
solar-generated heat and electricity,
CCAT has a greenhouse, an organic
garden, a recycled water marsh, an

energy producing wind turbine and a
dry-composting unit that uses human

CCAT project began

in 1979 at the Buck House, a “forgotten

waste.

Se

GRAPHIC BY COLLEEN FUTCH

going at night anyway. Why not make

Appropriate technology engineering
major Mike Nelson has designed a
system that heats water by running it
through pipes in the fireplace. CCAT
plans to install it soon after the PG&E
wire is cut.
“An energy-saving lifestyle requires
minimal change,” Swarthout said.
“Rather than taking showers in the
morning we will have to take them in
the evening when a fire is going.
“During the winter we'll have fires

PSGAG

LAG
IG

use of them?” he said.

Some other conservation measures
put to use at CCAT
are thermal curtains
on all windows for insulation, a toilet
which uses 1.6 gallons of water as
opposed to the six gallons used per
flush inconventional toilets and a solaroperated refrigerator which, Swarthout
said, is 80 percent more efficient than
Please see Technology, next page
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HSU club brings diversity to ministry
by Karen Bellinger
LUMBERJACK STAFF
Campus Crusade for Christ at HSU
represents more than just a club. It is
part of a non-profit international organization active in over 150 different
countries.
“In Northern California alone there
are groups at Stanford, San Jose State,
Berkeley, Hayward, Davis, Chico, and

Sacramento,” said Eric Leong, local staff
member for the organization.
Leong said there are over 16,000 staff
members worldwide. HSU’s group
averages 50-60 people at each Friday
night meeting. Inaddition, 70-80 people
come to the group’s Bible studies.
He said cre started in 1951 at

UCLA.

“The president and founder was Bill
Bright. He went on campus and spoke
to students wherever he could get a
hearing: athletic teams, in the dorms
and the greeks down there. He spoke to
students and challenged them to investigate the claims of Jesus ay A
Leong said.
During the first year 250 people got
involved at the school.
“Three years later nine of the 11
starters of thechampionship Rose Bowl
team were playing football for the
Lord,” Leong said.
“It started as a campus ministry but

we have diversified. We now have

ministries touching upon almost every
segment of society: prisoners, executives, athletes and politicians,” Leong

said.

“We work with people of all Christian

denominations.
“Protestantis the major umbrella and
under that are all the other denominations like Methodist, Baptist and Pres-

byterian,” said Leong.
“We believe in the basic tenets of
Christianity. However, because we are
interdenominational there are certain

parts (interpretations) that are left up

to the individual,” Leong said.
He said the group is open to nonChristians, who might be investigating
different beliefs.
“For Christians the goal is to educate
them and to help them to grow in their
knowledge of God.
“Our goal is also to be practical; not
just to have all this head knowledge but
to know how it affects us in our daily

lives,” he said.
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Technology

“We introduce bugs that prey on
pests,” he said. “Our aphids are eaten
by the ladybugs we've putin the yard.”

management,” Swarthout said.
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for Christ

Crusade

Swarthoutsaid CCAT uses alcohol to

control the slug population. They place
turrets of beer in the ground near plants
the slugs eat.
“The slugs sip it, get drunk and fall in
and drown. All’s fairin love and organic
gardening,” he said.
Students and faculty involved in the
present CCAT project are going on a
retreat to brainstorm ideas for its
proposed 1995 relocation, due to plans
for a new three-story visual arts
building on the Buck House site.
“Ten years ago we went on a similar
retreat and dreamed,” Lehman said.
“And we made it come true. It’s time
for new dreams.”
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Local pastors also speak and lead the
group in Bible studies. CCFC also offers
small-group Bible studies all week at
different times of the day.

conventional refrigerators.
“For one thing,” he said, “the motor
which generates heat is on top of our
refrigerator as opposed to the bottom
like conventional ones. Hot air rises so
if the motor is on the bottom it makes
the refrigerator work that much
harder.”
The appropriate technology center
also emphasizes environmentally safe
gardening methods.
For example, rather than using
pesticides in the greenhouse and
garden, they use “integral pest

eens

encouraves

lives.
Campus

ra

EDGE nLGl ae DURE ORe Teen Uea nN

The organization sends students on
“short-term missions” in the summer.
Students have the opportunity to go to
the Soviet Union, South America or
Africa, but they mustraise the necessary
funds themselves.
Group members listen to speakers at
CCFC’s weekly meetings Fridays in

¢ Continued from previous page
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Environment, housing big 3rd District issues
Fulkerson challenges Eddy’s fiscal experience with community strength
experience includes work at HSU and
with the Rape Crisis Team.
According to a press release from
“Students ee Julie,” a group of HSU

by Bea Tomaselli

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Julie Fulkerson, candidate for Third

District county supervisor, said she

students working toelect her, Fulkerson

is continually looking for “creative so-

doesn’t think of
herself as a politician.
“I’m an active
community member,” Fulkerson
said, “I’ve always

participated

lutions to the challenges affecting the
quality of student life in the vicinity of
Arcata.”
Two of the issues faced by HSU students are housing and parking shortFulkerson has pro
a way to
deal with both iecu one.
é
“If students don’t have to commute
then they don’t have to drive,”
Fulkerson said.
Student housing, Fulkerson said,
“needs to be clustered close to campus

in

overnment and
inthe community,

but I don’t see the role as an elected
official changing what I do.”
Fulkerson, 48, is a third-generation

native of Humboldt County who has

(with) ease to public transit and bicycle
paths and should be energy efficient.”

lived in Arcata all but seven years of
her life.

“There needs to be a team effort between the campus, the state of California, local investors and private developers, with input from students” to

In Arcata, Fulkerson said, she finds a

balance containing “all the advantages
of a city but the feel of a small town,”
with the culture of local artists and

ease the housing crunch, Fulkerson said.

theater as well as open space and envi-

Fulkerson said a campus parking
structure would be fiscally ludicrous.
“I’ve heard the quote of $6,000 a
parking space. It would be better to buy
everybody a moped. We'll probably
to increase parking, but chances
are we can do it on existing land,” she

ronmental quality.
Fulkerson is owner of the Arcata art
and furniture store Plaza Design. She
spent eight years, from 1980-88, on the
Arcata City Council, which included a

two-year term as mayor.
Fulkerson’s community involvement
both in and out of office includes work

with organizations that promote economically healthy businesses, as well
as helping to establish local community access television, pay equity and
rative affordable housing.

She

also worked with a group called

Options which has since

with

the Family Service Center. Options was

by Bea Tomaselli
LUMBERJACK STAFF

said. “I’m sure they’re aware I’m student oriented because of my time at

Third District Supervisor Art Eddy
said he believes he has a broad support

Eddy spent 25 years at UCLA, 20 of
them as budget officer and spent the
remaining five as special assistant to
the chancellor.

base from constituents who are
tired of liberal

politics and are
seeking
a
“middle-of-theroad politician.”
The Third District runs from
sections east and

north of Eureka through Kneeland,
Freshwater, the Jacoby Creek area and

‘I

think students

are getting more and
more middle-of=theroad. 4

Arcata to the Mad River. Eddy was
appointed Third District supervisor by
Gov. Deukmejian after the seat was
vacated in August by Wesley Chesbro.
Eddy’s seat is being contested by Julie
Fulkerson.
“I think students are
ing more
and more middle-of-the-road,” Eddy

by Gigi Hanna

LUMBERJACK STAFF
Ina gubernatorial race focusing more
on mudslinging than on issues, neither
Pete Wilson nor Dianne Feinstein has

JULIE FULKERSON
Supervisorial candidate

takena stand about the future of higher

education in a state whose university
systems have been beleaguered by
budget cuts and a low-priority
stance

a counseling and job-training program

Third District.

in
thology trom HSU in the
early 1970s
and has done extensive
counseling since then, both on paid

that brought together people
“Te many points of view on timber

primarily
for unemployed
individuals.
Fulkerson received her master’s de-

tracted him to the area, Eddy said, was
Please see Eddy, page 16
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“Dianne is looking toward long-term
education solutions — those begin before the university level,” a receptionist at Feinstein’s San Francisco campaign headquarters said in a telephone
interview.
In fact, the only mention of higher
education either candidate has made is
to support Proposition 143.

on student needs.
e
-by the proposition would-be used to
Despite a $72.1 million cut in the
y for construction and renovationof
1990-91 a. budget, neither of. the facilities at California’ s public four-year
ca
has
a
ee
th
fre
prigersities arene
the ta
oh the Ke

Fulkerson met regularly over the
summer with Middle Ground, a group

and volunteer bases. Her counseling
DIL

service to campus.\
Eddy moved to Humboldt County in
1978 and to Arcata in.1980. What at-

higher education stands

into issues. 9

DI

creating a parking lot on the Simpson
Timber propertyin Arcata with shuttle

Wilson, Feinstein lack

human element back

RIPPRADDP

find solutions to student housing and
parking problems.
Eddy, a member of the Humboldt
Transit Authority Board, said he has
discussed the housing and parking
situations with HSU administrators.
Possible solutions, he said, include
building more residence halls, building a multi-story
parking structure and

ART EDDY
Supervisorial candidate

lot of my
work is to bring the

LO

While at UCLA, Eddy said he helped

said, adding a park-and-ride shuttle

system to campus
could help.
Better and cheaper public transportation is another solution, Fulkerson
said, with free AMRTS bus rides to
students this year being the first step.
Environmental issues— the fate of
the timber industry, offshore oil drilling, and the Cummings Road Landfill
east of Eureka — are issues facing the
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L-P installs pollution-control equipment
New recovery boiler will help reduce
particulate emissions from mill

uction include chlorine, used to
hbrown wood fibers. A byproduct

of chlorine bleaching is dioxin, a toxic
group of chemicals known to cause
cancer in laboratory animals.

the new

recovery
boiler
“incorporates
technology soadvanced” it will replace
the two existing boilers that have been
present at the mill since 1965, stated an
L-P press release.
The
recent
pollution-control
additions at L-P have received positive
reaction from local environmental
groups, butsome are still apprehensive
if enough is being done.
“L-P should be commended for
bringing its mill up to state-of-the-art
conditions,” said Andy Alm of the
Northcoast Environmental Center in
Arcata.
“Whether it goes far enough is still in
question,” he said.
In addition to the boiler, an oxygen
delignification system has also been
installed recently to help minimize
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Inrecent years, dioxin has been found
in area wastewater emissions from 0.1
to 0.24 parts per trillion, about 10,000

Inc. of Finland,

PHOTO BY KEVIN SAVETZ

The new recovery boiler at Lousiana-Pacific’s Samoa pulp mill is expected
to reduce particulate emissions by 60 to 70 percent, say L-P officials. The
recovery boiler took three years to install and was dedicated yesterday.

pollution.
The oxygen delignification system,
installed last October, treats unbleached
pulp with molecular oxygen under

Doors Open at 8:30 Nightly
over 21 only I.D. required

colored

wood

fibers

from the pulp. This process reduces the
amount of chlorine needed

to bleach

Please see Boiler, page 13
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then pump them into the atmosphere,

said L-P spokesman Shep Tucker.
The chemicals involved in pulp

Recovery,

|

The view across Humboldt Bay could
be a little clearer in the future.
Louisiana-Pacific Corp. yesterday
dedicated its new $70 million low-odor
recovery boiler at its Samoa mill. In
operation with other recently installed
emission-control equipment, the boiler
will help reduce odorous and
particulate emissions from the Samoa
plant by 60 to 70 percent, said L-P
officials.
Three years in the making, the new
recovery boiler is the single largest
expenditure in L-P’s history. The
recovery boiler is designed to collect
and recycle chemicals used in the
manufacturing of wood pulp, rather

times higher then the 0.013 standard
set by the Environmental Protection
Agency.
The recovery boiler will recycle
chlorine from bleaching, L-P officials
say, by recyling chemicals that would
otherwise go out the smokestacks.
Tucker said L-Pis “one of the leaders”
in using top technology to limit
pollution. Manufactured by Ahlstrom

i
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Fulkerson

group considered radical newspapers,
such as Country Activist and
ECONEWS.
People representing various Middle
Ground views would get together for
social gatherings such as pot lucks,

° Continued from page 9

industry practices.
“Simply sitting in a circle and listening to each other, I watched people
from both ends come together and respect each other’s feelings,” she said of

Fulkerson said,and “end up liking each

other.”
“A tot of my work is to bring the
human element back into the issues,”
Fulkerson said.
Fulkerson said she will endorse neither of the timber initiatives — Propo-

the pore:

Governor
¢ Continued from page 9

community colleges.
sons
oF Mopoilidn 143 argue new facilities are needed to keep
pace with technological advances and
newclassrooms
are needed to prevent
overcrowding. Opponents, however,
say better buildings
donot guarantee
a better education and available revenues should be used to save high
interest charges which taxpayers

sitions 130 and 138 — on the November.

ballot, she said.

Fulkerson is adamantly opposed to
offshore oil-drilling, even for explor-

atory reasons.
—

“An
Earth Firstfer would talk about
their concern as to whether their children were going to have a forest,” she
said, “and that feeling was heard by
someone who had organized the
Mother’s Watch boycott.”
The “boycott”
began with a list distributed in July by Mother’s Watch, a
group comprised mainly of loggers’
wives. The list contained names of
businesses that advertised in what the

Her ideas about changes at the
Cummings Road Landfill, the dump
for much of the district’s garbage, include more reliance on recycling and
would have to pay.
While the candidates have ignored

higher education, they have both offered personal solutions to what ails
the K-12 educational system.
Feinstein proposes a “California
JumpStart Program” to provide 4-yearolds a jump on their early education.
“I would fund this program by increasing education’s share of the California Lottery from 35 percent to 50
percent, a share of state lottery funds
similar to that the New York schools
receive,” Feinstein said in a campaign
speech earlier this year.

alternate truck routes to cut down traffic congestion in communities neighboring the landfill.
Fulkerson hel
to create the Arcata Marsh and Wildlife Sanctuary, a
model for wastewater treatment.
Fulkerson said the marsh has saved
taxpayers over $40 million in sewage
treatment construction costs.
Fulkerson describes herself as a political “progressive” and a “fiscal conservative.”
She said $500,000 is being saved each
year througha self-insurance pool with
other cities that came into effect while
she served on the City Council.
To help boost the local economy,
Fulkerson said the Humboldt Bay Harbor could be developed in a cooperative effort involving all “users and potential users of the harbor.”
Fulkerson is opposed to the proposed
In addition to her “Jump Start Program,”

Feinstein

also

foresees

a

“Teacher Corps” similar to the Peace
Corps.
“In the 1960s...Peace Corps
volunteers...were soldiers in the war
on poverty. In the 1990s our best and
brightest
should be enlisted in the battle
for better education,” Feinstein said in
a September speech.
Wilson has called for the integration
of social-welfare services with
California’s public schools.
The self-proclaimed “education governor,” Wilson has proposed a $1,200

Wednesday,

Oct.

24,

‘YI

1990

Arcata jail site.
“I haven't heard of anyone in Arcata
who wants iton primeagricultural land
in a residential neighborhood by two

schools,” she said.

Eureka, Fulkerson said, seems much

more interested in acquiring the jail
site.
Fulkerson is endorsed by former
Third District Supervisor Wesley
Chesbro. Chesbro was appointed to a
State waste management post in Au-

gust.

The Third District runs from sections
east and north of Eureka through
Kneeland, Freshwater, the Jacoby Creek
area and Arcata to the Mad River.
“My strength is my ability to listen to
the needs of people,” Fulkerson said,

“and to pull together the people who
have the best ideas to solve a particular
problem.”
stipend for each unborn baby to
guarantee quality prenatal care. Wilson stated that such care would
prevent future learning problems by
diagnosing disabilities early. Although he has not identified any
sources of funding for such a program, Wilson said it would prevent
the monetary and educational costs
resulting from learning disabilities
as well as health problems.
Wilson said he'll appoint a cabinet-level secretary of child development and children’s services to
oversee the social reform.
Paid Political Advertisement
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5th District candidates far apart on issues
Incumbent Sparks stresses creation of jobs, safe offshore oil drilling
port to both importers and exporters.

by John Hatcher
LUMBERJACK STAFF
Anna Sparks said she enjoys being
Humboldt County’s Fifth District
supervisor for selfish reasons.

With the influx of senior citizens to
the area, Sparks said, the creation of
service-oriented jobs could become a
factor.
Another area Sparks said could be
developed is the recycling of wood
products.
“We've done about everything we

\ \ hat you do is
you work with the
‘

“I feel so much better when I’m
dealing with your problems than I do
when I’m dealing with mine,” she said
in an interview at her campaign
headquarters in McKinleyville. “It’s so
much easier.”
Sparks has been the Fifth District
supervisor for eight years. The district
includes Manila, portions of the Arcata
Bottoms, Blue Lake, McKinleyville and

industry to maintain

could possibly do with a tree except

furniture manufacturing,” she said.
“We have a lot of cottage industries,
but nothing ona larger scale.”
Mostoftherecycling programs would
come from products that would

their jobs, but clean up |
the environment. And
all of that takes time. 3

normally be considered waste, she said.

extends north to Del Norte and Siskiyou

counties and east to Trinity County.
In the June primary election she ran
against four candidates, yet won 46
percent of the vote. Sparks said she is
confident about the Nov. 6 election
against Kate Krebs.
Sparks attributes her success in the
county to working on a person-toperson level.
“You really have got to get out there
and work with the people in this

ANNA SPARKS
Fifth District supervisor

community,” said Sparks, who moved
from Brookings, Ore. to Humboldt
County in 1955.
Akey focus of the campaign has been
the promise of jobs, and Sparks said.
there are several places where new jobs
can be created.

“If we can open up the bay...and
open up (Highway)
299, we have lowercost shipping than San Francisco,” she
said.
Sparks said because Humboldt Bay
is closer to Japan and Alaska than San
Francisco is, it would be an attractive

Though timber harvesting in the last
10 years has been on the rise, timberrelated jobs have been on the decline.
Sparks said this is due to automation
and the downward trend will
eventually level out.
Sparks said a problem that arises is
finding work for the displaced timber
workers.
“I’m 50 years old and I don’t want to
Please see Sparks, next page

Krebs supports small business, says timber industry needs change
by John Hatcher
LUMBERJACK STAFF
Kate Krebs, candidate
District

supervisor,

for Fifth
is

an

environmentalist, but she opposes
every forestry-related initiative on the
ballot.

“Somehow the irony of it all is that
because of leadership such as Anna’s

— that has refused to acknowledge the
need for change — we now have
initiatives,” she said in an interview at

her

campaign

headquarters

in

e

Se

here needs to

be a national energy
policy. Come on —
we’ve been asking —
for this for years. :

McKinleyville. “And we're going to let

she said.
Krebs said one of the biggest issues in
the campaign was the future of timberrelated jobs in Humboldt County.

Southern California
decide anissue that
we should have decided here.”

“I speak for the vastmajority
of people

KATE KREBS
Supervisorial candidate

in the Fifth District who believe the
future of our forests and our timber

industry is too important
to leave in the

hands of extremists
like Darryl
or corporate
like Harry Merlo
and Charles Hurwitz,” said Krebs in an

August statement on her opposition to

the initiatives.
ee

ee

ee

When Krebs became director of the
Arcata Community Recycling Center

in 1983 it was a$50,000-a-year volunteer
organization funded by donations.
Today the center has an annual budget
ee

ee

eee

ee

Krebs has been chair of the board of
Californians Against Waste since 1983.
She said some of the problems she has
encountered with passing recycling
legislation are similar to problems
Humboldt County is facing.
“It’s somewhat similar to me to the
situation that’s going on in the timber
industry. What we learned was that the
only way we were going to break the
stalemate was to get every single
interested party at a table, and you sit
down and you work at it until you find
something thateveryone
can agree on,”

“If I was given the o
nity to
talk to them (timber workers), they
of $500,000 and is still growing.
“It’s been interesting for me to be
involved in things that are so exciting
at the recycling center and really
cutting-edge industry,” she said.

would see that I really do care about
their future. I’m not going to fight their
future livelihood.

Please
see Krebs, page 16

ee

Deluxe Single Burger (Broiled),

Large Fries, & Medium Drink
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with this coupon

are here to help you with your
HALLOWEEN costumes!

Sparks
say ‘We'll retrain you.’ But it’s so much
easier when you’re young.”
But Sparks said another problem
exists in the timber industry.
“Too much land is taken out of

“It’s all grown back. And the reason
it’s grown back is it wasn’t left as old
growth just to rot and deteriorate. It
was logged and burned.,” she said.
Sparks added that she expected the
timber companies to remain in the
county.
“Why would a company be cutting
and running if they put hundreds of
millions of dollars into their
community? As lohg as Simpson
sustains and upgrades all of their
facilities to meet water quality and air

production

quality — that’s who I work with,” she

* Continued from previous page

be re-trained in something outside of
my field of expertise,” Sparks said
many timber workers say. “It’s easy to

and

set

aside

wilderness parks,
overboard,” she said.

and

we

into

go

Sparks said many companies were

hurt by the creation of Redwood
National Park.
“We were promised 2 million visitors
— we aren't even close,” she said.

The

reasons

behind

the park’s

marginal success are its remote location

and its lack of tourist facilities, she said.
Sparks said another reason for the
decline of the timber industry relates to
the timber companies.
“Part of the problem is that some of
the tirnber companies may have overcut and there will be a gap,” she said.
But the situation is improving, she
said.
“If you would have been here in 1920
or at the turn of the century you would
have abhorred the conditions.

off the county is both feasible and viable.
And

then

the oil should

only

be

said. “We could have shut bothof them
down (Simpsonand Louisiana-Pacific),
but that puts all those people out of

extracted when “absolutely necessary,”
she said.
Sparks said she does not approve of
the United States’ dependency on
foreign oil.
“How cana country go this far and be
so dependent on foreign oil?” she said.
“And now we're going tokillour people
over oil. I’m appalled. We need a total
energy policy in this country.”
Several initiatives on the November
ballot will directly affect Humboldt
County,
and
Sparks
supports
Proposition 138 while she opposes
Propositions 128 and 130. Proposition

work, and we can’t afford that in the

130, she said, “is detrimental to the way

county.
“What you do is you work with the
industry to maintain their jobs, but clean
up the environment. And all of that
takes time,” she said.
Another environmental issue which

of life” in Humboldt County. It hurts
employment and the amount of bond

Boiler

many items.

Another issue addressed by Sparks is
the future of McKinleyville.
Sparks said as the community grows,
the downtown McKinleyville area will
become more centralized.
Sparks said the biggest difference
between herselfand Krebs is their stand
on big industry.

“She is anenvironmentalist who does
not support industry,” she said. “But
she supports the workers. Is there
something wrong with that theory?”
Sparks said one cannot exist without
the other.

chemicals, however.
“The best way to eliminate the risk of

has been addressed is the prospect of
offshore oil drilling. Sparks said she
got much of her information on the

the pulp by 50 percent, said L-P officials.
“Our philosophy,” said Fred Martin,

MOONSTONE TECHNICAL
OUTE
a

money it would issue for land
acquisition is too high whiletheamount
for job retraining is too low, she said.
Sparks questions the legality of
Proposition 128, saying it covers too

of a control on the use of hazardous

¢ Continued from page 10

issue from a local fisherman.
“He told me, ‘I think the oil industry
and the fishing industry can get along
with each other as long as they
communicate with each other — as
long as they work together,’” she said.
Sparks said that long-term planning
must be done to determine if drilling
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the

chlorine is to stop using it,” said Andy
Araneo of the Clean Air Network.
He said chlorine bleaching could be
substituted with other methods to
bleach wood pulp. One method

formation and discharge of various
chemicals like the chlorinated
hydrocarbons
(dioxin). This is best done
by capturing the pollutants at their

use hydrogen peroxide to bleach pulp.
Simpson Paper Co. is currently

mill

manager,

“is to prevent

source.”

Local air-quality groups want more

Ska Ska Reggae

Dance

involves a double-oxygen bleaching
process, he said, and another would
working on similar projects to control

pollution emissions at its Eureka mill.
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Forests Forever aims for healthy forestry
Proposition 130 seeks to reform practices, protect old ; prowth redwoods
by Jeff Traverso
LUMBERJACK STAFF

One of the most controversial
initiatives on the November ballot is

Proposition 130, or Forests Forever.
The most sweeping of the initiative’s
goals is the acquisition of private
timberlands for
conversion into
state parks or
reserves.
Passage of the
proposition
would create the
Ancient Forest
Protection Fund
Finance
Committee, which would issue $742
million in general obligation bonds to
finance acquisitions.
The U.S. Forest Service estimates that
there are about 100,000 acres of ancient
redwoods in California. Of this, 76,000

acres are federally managed. The
remaining 24,000 acres are privately
owned.
The initiative charges the Wildlife
Conservation Board with using bond
money to acquire the largest of these
ancient redwood timberlands.
The bond money wouldalso go to the
purchase of these other ancient forests
as well as to stands of virgin, or
unharvested,

forests larger than

regulations instituted by the California

of Forestry to protect the

Northern Spotted Owl.

At Proposition 130’s core are two
interrelated
goals; sustainable yield and
maximum productivity.
Under the Forest Practices Act, which
governs timber operations in California,
timber owners are not restricted from
harvesting more trees than are grown.
The California Department of
Forestry’s Forest and Rangeland
Resources Assessment Program report
stated that if current logging practices
continue, the volume of timber cut in
California will exceed the volume of
timber grown by 300 percent. The CDF
report projects that such overharvesting
will lead to a 30 percent drop in

production by 2010 with resulting job

loss.

ensure maximum productivity through

sustainable forestry.
The regulations will require that no
more timber is cut than is grown in any
10-year period. Also, timber owners
would have to leave a mixture of multiaged, multi-specied and multi-sized
trees after logging operations.
In line with the principle of
sustainable forestry is the initiative’s
ban on clearcutting, which it defines as
harvesting over60 percent of the timber
in an area greater than 2.5 acres. Under
the Forest Practices Act, timber owners
are allowed to clearcut up to 120 acres.
In an analysis of the initiative’s effect
on wildlife prepared for Forests
Forever, conservation biologist R. Chad
Roberts stated that clearcutting leads

Also, the text of the proposition
specifically calls for the acquisition, “as

expiditously

possible,”

as

of

Headwaters Forest, which is owned by
Pacific Lumber.
The 3,000-acre Headwaters, located
southeast of Eureka, is the largest
privately-owned ancient redwood
forest in the world.
Proposition 130 would reform the
Board of Forestry. All nine members on
the policy-making board are appointed

by the governor,and environmentalists

argue that the board is stacked in favor
of the timber industry. The initiative
proposes that the governor make only
five appointments to the board and the
lieutenant governor make the other
four. Only two of the positions could be
filled by people with financial interests
in logging operations. The remaining
seven would be filled by representatives

6
e don’t know everything that will
happen when we do forestry this way — it’s
never been done before. But we can’t just
accept the status quo. 3

150

acres.
The initiative would give the
California Department of Fish and
Game the authority to conduct surveys
on private timberlands to determine
the necessity of preserving lands for
wildlife. DFG is currently making such
assessments in light of the emergency
Board

Proposition 130seeks to head off these
projections by charging the Board of
Forestry with instituting regulations to

JOHN MORIARTY
HSU forestry graduate student

to “a landscape dominated by patches
of younger forests which lack most of
the ancient forest’s habitat features.”
Timber officials defend clearcutting,
arguing it creates openings
in the forest
canopy for light. In placeof clearcutting,
the initiative would require a selection
method of harvesting.
One typeof selective method is singletree selection. It would
require owners
tochoose beforehand the species of tree

The effect passage of the proposition
may haveonemploymentin the timber
industry has been a divisive issue.
Steve Petrin and HSU economics
Professor John Grobey, economists for
Californians for New Forestry, a group
backing the timber industry-sponsored

slated for harvesting so that trees of

initiative, estimate in a report that the

varying species, sizes and ages are left
in place after logging operations.
Another type of selective method is
group selection, in which an owner is
allowed to clearcut a group of trees
only if the groupis notinanarea greater
than 2.5 acres.
Passage of the proposition would

have a direct and immediate effect on
Humboldt

County.

privately owned
redwoods

Of the 24,000

acres of ancient

in California,

16,000 are

owned by Pacific Lumber Co.

Problems... |

from the general public and
environmental groups and one
supervisor from a timber-producing

county.

stated the real threat to timber jobs is

not the sustainable forestry practices
required by pid plosaeecaph but, rather,
automation and overharvesting.

Swanson, an engineer, helped write

the Forests Forever initiative.

“While overharvesting provides
short-term jobs, it is counterproductive
inthe long-term,” the report states. “As

resources

decline

due_

to

overharvesting, (employment) also
declines.”
The California Office of Economic
Research estimates that from 1980 to
1990, “over 6,800 logging and sawr:ill

jobs were lost in the state due to the
automation” of jobs that once relied on
manual labor.

Swanson predicts that while passage
of the proposition would result in the
short-term loss of some 2,000-4,000 jobs,
it would increase employment in the
long run.
The proposition earmarks $32 million
of the bond money for the Economic
Development Departments in the state
to retrain timber employees who may
lose their jobs.
However, Rod Sandreto, the manager
-of EDD

in Eureka, said EDD

doesn’t

know what it is expected to do with the
money because the wording of the
proposition isn’t specific.
“What's probably going to happen,”
he said, “is that after the election, a
group of people will get together down
inSacramentoand
decide in great detail
who has which responsibilities. But
between now and then, everybody is
just trying to figure out exactly what is
meant by the proposition.”
Proponents for both the Forests

Forever initiative and the timber

industry initiative met recently in a

debate at HSU.
Professional forester Bernie Bush said
Proposition 130 is environmentally
flawed.

“It was written by non-foresters who

either didn’t understand forestry or
refused to consider its impact

regulations stipulated in Proposition
economically or ecologically,” he said.
130 would have severe impacts on
John Moriarty, an HSU forestry
employment in the timber industry.
graduate studentand a Forests Forever
Their report estimates passage of the organizer, said though the proposition
proposition would lead to the loss of is flawed in some ways, it is a stepin the
over 8,000 timber-related jobs in the right direction.
county. Statewide, the report estimated
“We don’t know everything that will
a loss of 75,000 jobs.
happen when we do forestry this way
These estimates include jobs — it’s never been done before” he said,
indirectly related to the timber industry, ' referring to the ban on clearcutting and
such as trucking.
the sustainable forestry practices
However, Eric Swanson, in a report

comparing propositions 130 and 138,

required by the proposition. “But we
can’t just accept the status quo.”

(Dr. Mark A. Hise
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Industry-backed measure vies for passage
Proposition 138 counters environmental legislation with ‘educated’ approach
by Larry Guyette
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Of the 28 propositions and initiatives
on the November ballot, Californians
er no fewer than seven entangled
an
sometimes
competing
environmental
initiatives,
includin
the
Global
Warming

and Reforestation
Act of 1990.

timber

industry’s

The
Global
Warming
Initiative,
or
Proposition 138,is
the
California

response

to

propositions 130 and 128, known as
Forests Forever and Big Green
respectively.
Proposition 138, nicknamed “Big
Stump” by its foes, has no shortage of

friends on the North Coast.

Jeff Cyphers, chairman of Citizens
and Businesses for a Healthy North
Coast and vice president of Dutra
Trucking, said, “Prop 138 will require

The group has sent some of its

any privately owned old growth forests.
Clearcutting is defined as the removal
of all trees in a given area at one time
while also leaving a sufficient number
of trees to meet current stocking
standards.
The initiative places further
restrictions on clearcutting in other
yin chet forests and will require

members on a seven-day bus tour
through 18 cities.
“We are telling the folks down south
that we are not cutting down the last
redwoods,” Anderson said. “The
children are asking voters across the
state to save their daddies’ jobs and
vote no on 130 and yes on 138.”
Don Nelson, president of Fort Bragg
Local 3-409 of the International
Woodworkers of America said in a

uffers between timber harvest areas

and public highways and parks.
“The multi-faceted initiative is an

' L.: absolutely not true that we are
overcutting in California. We will never run
out of timber to cut. Timber companies can
continue cutting at the present rate for

perpetuity. »
BERNIE BUSH
Simpson Timber Co. forester

timber companies over the next five

years to reduce clearcuts on second
growth by half.
“In those areas where clearcuts will
still be allowed companies will need to
plant 300 trees per acre, and the initiative
petitions the the Congress to banexports
of raw logs harvested from private
lands,” he said.

If approved, Proposition 138 will
authorize $300 million in general
obligation bonds — $120 million for
loans and grants to nonindustrial land
owners for improvement of timber
production, $80 million for forest

restoration
and habitat conservation on
publicly owned lands and $100 million
for urban forestry projects.

Theinitiative
would restrict the state’s
ability to acquire privately owned

timberland on the North Coast.

Under Proposition 138’s provisions,

pape

nisin

“Long-Term

Mana;

era

Fe a

Industrial

Timber

t Plans” (TMPs) approved

by the California

Department

Forestry
before harvesting.
Unlike the timber harvest

of

plans now

required,
TMPs can be valid for entire
properties for unlimited amounts of

time. TMPs we

prepared wi

include biologist-

management p

as well as analyses of possible plan
impacts.

Proposition 138 bans clearcutting in

authors, said it’s a matter of trust.
“Who do you trust?” she asked an
audienceata recent debate held at HSU.
“Do you trust the timber industry which
is overcutting by 200 to 300 percent or
the citizens who want to break the
strangle-hold timber wields on state
and local government?”
According to Bernie Bush, a forester
for Simpson and past president of

California

Licensed

Foresters

Association,
peoplecan trust the timber
industry.
“It’s absolutely not true that we are
overcutting in California.
We will never

run out of timber to cut,” said Bush.
“Timber

cutting

companies

at the

can continue

present

rate

for

ity.”
David Dun,a forestindustry

attorney

for Simpson Timber
Co. said
Proposition 130 is flawed.
The Forests Forever initiative, he said,
“was written by non-foresters who
either didn’t understand or refused to
consider
its impact on the forest ecology
and economy.”
He warned that if Proposition 130
becomes law, wildlife habitat and
diversity will suffer.
“The ban onclear cutting,” Dun said,

honest attempt by the industry to
regulate ourselves,” Cyphers said. “The
industry has heard the demands of the
public for forestry regulation. Prop 138
is Our answer.”
The proposition calls for new fees on
timber companies totaling $1.1 million
to fund studies on the impact of
commercial forestry on wildlife, global
warming and the economy. Such
studies will include the effects of
California forests on greenhouse gases,
the relationship between timber
production and greenhouse gases and
alternate forest management plans to
minimize production of greenhouse

telephone interview, “The industry has
been pushing an emotionally charged
‘jobs will be lost’ campaign to gain the
workers support.”
“Neither Proposition 130 nor 138 is
good law,” Nelsonsaid. “The industry's
Prop 138 does no better than the Forests
Forever initiative when it comes to
addressing displaced workers.”

But Bonnie Sue Smith, president of
the Arcata Local 3-98 of IWA, said she
hopes workers will vote yes on 138 and
no on 130. She said Proposition 138 is
the timber industry’s reasonable
alternative to Forests Forever.
“Proposition 130 will devastate
Northern California. Not just because
of job loss in the industry, but people
will be spending less money —

gases.
These studies are also designed to

examine wildlife, endangered species
and their habitats.
Sue Anderson, the office manager at

businesses
will be affected. The counties

that receive timber-generated tax
revenues will need to find other
sources,” she said.
Jim Still, a worker at Simpson Timber
Co., said he’ll vote yes on Prop. 138
ee
ee
“If Prop 130 passes maybe half of us
will lose our jobs,” he said. “The
foresters
are the educated specialists—
are the people timber companies
workers have relied on for years.”

Citizens and Business for a Healthy

North Coast, said, “Voters from Los
Angeles need to know that Forests
Forever and Big Green were written

radicals, and that these initiatives will
interfere with private property rights
of land owners and cost taxpayers

millions of dollars.”
“Even if they all gain approval in
November,” Anderson explained, “If
Prop 138 receives the most votes, it will
stop Prop 130 and parts of Prop 128.”

Cecilia Lanman, director of Forests

Forever and one of Proposition 130’s
|

-

“willnot allow new growthin redwood
and Douglas fir forests. Rather than
encouraging wildlife and natural
diversity the 60 percent maximum
harvest mandated by P1 »p. 130 would
have the effect of suppressing redwood
regeneration and would, over time,
convert our red wood forests to tan oak,
white fir and other less desirable
species.”

“The biggest problem with Prop 130
is that it dictates a single method of
forest practice for all species,” he said.
The amount of wood removed froma
site depends on a number of factors
such as precipitation, drainage,
elevation, contour, climate and species
of the trees, Dun said.
Retired forester Jim Linquist said
uneven age management will result
from the selective harvesting
requirements in Proposition 130.
“Inanuneven-agéd forest the canopy
of the oldest trees will shade the younger
ones. The growth of the young sprouts
will not be as good as you get froma
—
t area that’s been replanted,”he
said.
“I’m very
certain,” Linquist said,
“redwood trees will always grow here
and both the trees and the mills will
survive under present practice, under
Prop 130, or under Prop 138.”

Fall Special for Students
$2.00 off on all haircuts
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House of Beauty
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Eddy

only as a last resort to a long-term oil
shortage. He recommends exploratory

Krebs

industrial arts program which always

out there, but said in general he’s opsed to offshore oil drilling “because
’ma fisherman, and I know the danger

¢ Continued from page 12

woodworking. Why don’t we look and

drilling for the sake of learning what is

¢ Continued from page 9

“its good clean air, the friendliness of
the people, and being able to go fishing.”

Eddy has served as the director of the
Humboldt Taxpayers’ League since
1983. He is chairman of the Humboldt
County E
Medical Commission, and he serves on the board of
directors ofboth thecounty United Way
and W.E.C.A.R.E., the West Coast Alliance for Resources and Environment.
“I’manenvironmentalist,” Eddy said.
“I want to keep our air and water clean.
I’m glad that the pulp mills have put a
great expenditure into cleaning up the
air and the effluent that goes into the

water. I want the ocean to be clean

bee

I fish there.”
cerning
the community's
°
ization on tition issues, Body’ eaid,
“We've
got to have a happy medium
there to
our economy. Don’t forget the timber industry, outside of government, is our biggest employer and
our biggest taxpayer. We need the jobs
to keep our young
people here.”
Eddy said he suppo: rts lumber companies as long as they “cleans up their
act.”
“I’m going to always be open,” to
people on either side of the timber controversy, Eddy said, as well as to those
representing any local issue. “My door
and telephone are always available.”
Eddy said he will vote “yes” on
Proposition 138, aninitiative sponsored
by the timber industry, and “no” on
Propositions 128 and 130, initiatives
sponsored
by environmentalist groups.

“We can’t afford 128 and 130 because
of what they would do to oureconomy,”
Eddy said. “138 is an attempt by the
timber companies — and I don’t sup-

port everything
they do— to give more
of an environmentally sound forest
harvest plan.”

Eddy said he sees offshore
oil drilling

state

their

that and say, ‘If those kids are that

at, why don’t we have something

“I have ‘some big complaints about

how McKinleyville has been treated,”

Additionally, Eddy said, he is looking for alternate routes to the landfill to
lessen traffic through its neighborhood.
On budget matters, Eddy said,
“We've got to be very practical in our
expenditures. The Arcata City Council
took outa third mortgage on the Arcata

for the last 10 years,” said Krebs, who
blames much of the decline on the
exportation of logs.
“Why are Humboldt County trees
being cut and shipped to Japan? Why
aren’t we addressing these issues?
Because the corporate timber
management doesn’t want them

landfill’s remaining life to about 20

Hotel while Julie (Fulkerson) was on

the council. And we're losing that half
million dollars.”
Eddy said development of the
Humboldt Bay Harbor is crucial to the
local economy.
“I’m very active on harbor committees,” Eddy said. “I want to see us geta
unified port authority.”
The lack of such a port authority,

Eddy said, “keeps business from com-

ing here. They're afraid of local turf
battles, which we do have. So I’m
working with other community leaders to get a multi-purpose dock here so
that we can get in cruise ships, navy
ships and large ocean-going vessels.”
This cannot happen, however, Eddy
said, until the harbor and its entrance
are dredged.
“I have been attending the Board of
Supervisors’ meetings for seven years
with the Taxpayers’
League, so I’m familiar with all the issues that are confronting them,” Eddy said.
That, coupled with the need for more
votes to pass fiscal matters, are “the
main reasons the governor appointed
me” to the position of
Third District
supervisor, Eddy said.

Criterion

addressed,” she said. “Who is it that

I’m running against? Am I running
against the incumbent or am I running
rate
orpo
nt?
againstctimber
manageme
It’s not the timber workers — they're
the ones getting caught in the middle
of it.
“Wecan look at history and see other
instances where there were owners of
mills that took advantage of their
workers time and time again,” she said.
“To say that you can’t feel for the
workers

without

defending

industry is not true. Maybe we should
look at what happened in Appalachia
when the coal mines went down.”
Krebs said what has been successful
in the Appalachian region, and what
could be successful here are small
businesses.

important to her campaign is the future

of McKinleyville — a community she
said is at a turning point.

she said. “There’s
been almost a benign
neglect going on as far as the planning
omg No kind of overall planning is
ing done for parks. Meanwhile
developments are springing up
everywhere. Why is it they didn’t look

at bike paths? Look at the roads — it’s
not safe.
is
“If you’re an
ive
tative
for dans
living asivon wouldn't
let that happen. Anna’s had eight years
to take care of McKinleyvilleandIdon’t

think she has,” Krebs said.

An environmental concern of the

county is the prospect

Arcata Economic Development
Commission, said Arcata has been
successful in nurturing small-business

growth because of the creation of
incubator facilities. An incubator
facility is a place in which similar
businesses can share resources, and
thus ease costs. Krebs said these
facilities help get small entrepreneurs
pate together and help stimulate

licy. Come on — we've been asking

r this for years,” she said.
Krebs said Redwood National Park
needs to be more inviting to tourists, a

need beginning to be met thanks to the
park’s new director.

Krebs said one of the keys to the
park’s future success will be the growth
of Orick at the park’s south end. She

said growth there hasn’t happened in

the past because, “most of the people:
there fought Redwood National Park

tooth and nail.”

“Prosperity doesn’t just have to

Krebs, who said she started her:
campaign
from scratch, said the election
is going to be very close.
“I have an amazing grassroots
campaign going that I find very
uplifting,” she said. “The
part I find so
exciting is there
are anu
of people

Blue Lake Industrial Park is another
place which Krebs said has catered to
the needs of theindustrlocated
ies there.
She said the same thing needs to
happen in places like Hoopa.

been in politics.”
“The only
thing I can do is hope that
the old parable of David and Goliath is
true—and that grassroots methods are
effective.”

Activities
Coordinating

:

(on hercampaign staff) who have never

RHA, H.O.P. and Student Affairs

1. Promotes diversity (e.g. student leadership,

Preferences to new programs.

2. Programming with two or more areas (e.g.
Center Arts and Residence Halls)

-€500
$

Rules
* Proposals up to $500.

programs and improving awareness and sensitivity)

of offshore oil

drilling, which
Opposes.
“There is a real underhanded, wellfinanced campaign goingon to promote
offshore oil drilling,” she said.
“There needs to be a national energy

Krebs, who has beena member of the

happen in Arcata,” she said.

|

the

ere so that they can stay on the
reservation and move right into a
business?” she said.
Another issue which Krebs said is

Meet one of the following:

$500%)—

for

“Timber jobs have been in the decline

There have been concerns
in the Third
District over the Cummings Road
Landfill east of Eureka. The Eureka
City Garbage Co., Eddy said, is working on ways to recycle up to 75 percent

The ACB is funded by the U.C.

3. Improve leadership development

awards

of its garbage, which will double the

of it.”

Spreading the word
since 1929.

din

wins

“I’m not going to lie to them either,”
she said. “I’m not going to give them
promises that if they put a yellow ball
on their car and a sign in their front
yard and vote no on all the timber
initiatives that they're gonna be OK.
That’s not true.
There’s still major
changes that have got to take place.”
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Big Green

It would ban, for one
ancient redwood stands

+ Continued from front page

It would require the planting of one
tree for every 500 square feet of

“We don’t have an alternative (to
CFCs),” Schrack said. “California

commercial or residential develo
t.
“The trees will absorb carbon dioxide

would lose jobs and money.”
“There area few possible alternatives

year, logging of
of 10 acres or

more.

into California. The regulatory power
Over pesticides would be transferred
from the state Department of Food and

soils are contaminated,”said Bob Dale,

an Arcata spokesperson for Big Green.
“Proposition 128 will phase out
cancer-causing pesticides,” Teresa
Schilling, a spokesperson for the Sierra
Club, saidina telephone interview from
Sacramento.
But Clark Biggs, communication
manager for the California Farm Bureau
Federation, said in a telephone
from
interview
Sacramento,“(Proposition 128) is a
meat-axe approach.
“We believe pesticide regulation
proposed by Big Green is nonscientific,” Biggs said. “It would cause
a problem for all farmers.”
Proposition 128 would raise food
prices and put California farmers at a
competitive disadvantage compared to
other states without these regulations,

Biggs said.

“There’s a history of industry
claiming that regulations would cause
great dislocations,” said Tim McKay,
Northcoast
the
of
director
Environmental Center in Arcata “In
the past when pesticides were banned
they haven’t come true.”
Proposition 135 would re-enact
reforms already signed into law,
including broader testing for residues
in food, but would shift some of the
costs from agriculture to the state’s
general fund. It would tighten rules
protecting farmworkers. It would
provide $25 million to develop
alternative pest control methods.
“Proposition 135 was putonthe ballot
by farmers and farm organizations,”
Biggs said. “It would double theamount
of testing of fresh produce from
California and other states.”
“Big Green will cost taxpayers a lot of
money,” Biggs said. “Proposition 135
will only cost a fraction of the costs of
Big Green.”
Big Green attempts to reduce
California’s contribution to global
warming by mandating a 20 percent
reduction in carbon dioxide emissions
by the year 2000, and a 40 percent
reduction by 2010.
To reduce carbon dioxide emissions,
Proposition 128 would require a state
plan to annually reduce gaseous
emissions that contribute to global
warming, such as those from
automobiles and electric power
generation facilities
It would also authorize $300 million

they wrote Proposition 128,” Schrack

said

& om oF

emergency.
It would require oil spill prevention
and response plans for marine
terminals, oil rigs and other potential
sources of spills. A 25-cent fee per barrel
of oil moved on or under state waters
by tanker or pipeline would be
established to provide a $500 million
clean-up fund.
All public-owned sewage treatment
plants would be required, by the year
2000, to meet federal clean water
standards.
,
To enforce Proposition 128 and state
environmental laws, anelected position
of environmental advocate would be
created. The environmental advocate
would oversee a California Council on
Environmental Quality which would
issue periodic reports on the stateof the

by nearly 20 percent,” he said. “What

they’re doing is taking a theory and
putting acosts burdenon those that can
least
afford it.”
Schrack said those figures come from
studies by Spectrum Economics Inc.,
an economic consulting firm in San
Francisco.
Proposition 128 would also accelerate
the phase-out of chloroflourocarbons

(CFCs) and other ozone-depleting

chemicals by 1997, and require the
recycling
of auto airconditioning fluids
and refrigerants
by 1993. It would allow
a two-year extension in cases of
“widespread economic and social
hardship.”
An international agreement will
phase out CFCs by the year 2000, but
Proposition 128 accelerates the phaseout by five years.
“The changes California makes are
important
because they provide
leadership,” McKay said.
“A phase-out of CFCs by the year
2000 is already pushing it,” said Glen

environment and administer a $40

million research fund.
“The position is needed because of
the failure of existing institutions,”

that would cost $750,000 in the first
year alone,” Schrack said. “This could
cause higher taxes
or cuts in services,or
both.”
The United States International
Trade

Commission is investigating the
probable international trade effects of
Proposition 128’s pesticide restrictions.
The presidentially appointed
commission has a broad mandate to
investigate issues of international
commerce at the request of the
administration or Congress.
U.S. Trade Representative Carla Hills
requested the investigation.

“Carla Hills asked the commission to

investigate Big Green because the
people she works with, the chemical
and agribusiness companies, have put

pressure on her,” Craig Merrilees, a
sc: eg for the National Toxics
ampaign, said in a telephone
interview from San Francisco.
Merrilees testified at the trade
commission’s hearingon Big Green July
10.
McKinney said No on 128-The
Hayden Initiative was pleased about
the investigation because it gave
farmers a chance to give some
informative testimony about the
problems with Proposition 128.
Timothy O’ Leary, a spokesperson for
the U.S. Trade Representative in
Washington, D.C., said the report is
complete but is classified. He said a
determination has not been made of
when the report will be released.

McKay said.

“We're talking about setting up an
entire new bureaucracy in Sacramento
PRESENTS
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for urban and rural reforestation
sree

to CFCs,” Williamson said. “Ammonia

within three miles of the coast unless
the president declares an energy

“Gas will go up at least 50 to 70 cents
a gallon. Electricity bills will increase

million of it for purchasing and
protecting ancient redwood stands. The
remaining $100 million would be used
o®

of Koinania

is one possible replacement. It’s the
mostefficient butit’s slightly flammable
and toxic. Another alternative is Freon
22. It’s been used in air conditioning.”
Proposition 128 would protect coastal
waters by banning offshore oil drilling

decided to totally ignore this fact when

in general obligation bonds, $200

eeu

Jr., owner

Refrigerationin McKinleyville, “but this
would be a tremendous drain.”

and cut the levels,” McKay said.
But Schrack said there isn’t scientific
consensus on whether global warming
actually exists.
“The politicians and attorneys

Agriculture to the state Department of

Health Services.
Proposition 128 would also establish
a farm worker safety program to limit
pesticide exposures “to the lowest
achievable levels.”
“In farming areas where pesticides
are used heavily, drinking supplies and

Williamson
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troops, exploration of alternative energy sources
by Stacey Wilde
WORLD NEWS EDITOR
The recent buildup of U.S. troops
in the Persian Gulf prompted some
Humboldt citizens to voice opposition
to war and support for alternative energy sources Sunday in Eureka.
More than 100 people, some of
whom walked or biked from Arcata,
expressed dismay about the possibility
of an all-out war over oil.
Toting “No blood for oil” and “Iraqis are people too” banners, the group
clustered at Second and F streets where
a solar-powered sound system ampli-

fied their concerns.
“It's really important that Americans who are opposed to the war in the
Middle East know there are others who
feel like they do,” Matt Nicodemus, a

political activist, said.
The demonstration was part of an
international action by peace groups
throughout the world who seek nonmilitary solutions to the crisis in the

Middle East.
Rallies in New York, San Francisco
and 14 other U.S. cities last weekend
attracted thousands of marchers, reported the New York Times. National
Public Radio said 15,000 marched in
Paris and 23,000 reportedly took to the

streets in Tokyo. Similar rallies were
held in Australia, Canada, Panama,
England and Italy.
“We have to say up front, we don’t

agree with people like (Saddam)
Hussein. We cannot allow people like
that to dictateany
kind of policy around

the world,” Larry Goldberg of Trinidad
said.

Eureka demonstrators denounced
Pea
ae ne
ee es ee Ai
aga aint wie 7S Ei
Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait but equally
blasted the Bush administration for
Demonstrators listen to speakers during a rally Saturday. More than 100
what they term its ‘knee-jerk’ reaction
gathered
in Eureka for a nationwide action against war in the Middle East.
to the Gulf crisis.
“The United Nations should be in
Since Hussein invaded Kuwait on
charge of the negotiated settlement for
this month, reported the Associated
any concerns over the situation,” Tom . Aug. 2, Bush has sent about 200,000
Press.
troops to the Gulf. That number is exNewton of Eureka told reporters. “The
Please see Protest, next page
pected to rise to 250,000 by the end of
U.S. should not beinvolved onits own.”

Student flees Liberia

Rights abuses and security police
scare HSU grad from homeland

“My arrest was going to be for sure.
In my country, as long as you are ar-

by Stacey Wilde

WORLD NEWS EDITOR
It was more than four years ago, but
HSU graduate Victor Chube still remembers being near detention and
death in Liberia.
Chube fled his homeland in 1986 to
neighboring Ivory Coast after learning
Liberian security forces sought to capture and kill him.

rested you are guilty until proven in-

nocent,” Chube said.
Chube was studying at the University of Liberia in Monrovia and working asa social studies teacher ina public
elementary school.
Political tensions in Liberia were
high during the mid-'80s. Several coup
attempts against then-president Samuel

K. Doe led to government crackdowns

and back again

on students. Schools were closed and
troops were often called in to maintain
order, Chube said.

Americo-Liberians claimed
new land in 19th century

When his university reopened, previous college administrators had been

fired and replaced with others sympathetic to the Liberian government, he

said.
Chube, who participated in studentled protests against Doe, detailed the
circumstances leading to his near-arrest.

“| hada friend who worked at school
in the administration building. While

Western Africa

the president was out at lunch, he saw

|

a letter lying on the table with my name
on it.

“It said | was a threat to Liberian
security and should be shot on sight. I
was just one of many on those government death lists.”
Chube’s friend made copies of the
letter for him and Chube fled Liberia
that night.

—
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Graphic by WIL ROBINSON

Out of Africa

“My girlfriend went to my sister’s
house at 3 a.m. and came back with
$500. I rented a car, said goodbye to my
parents and crossed the border.
Chube has not seen his family since
that nignt in March 1986.
While hiding in the Ivory Coast,
Chube made contact with Penn
Handwerker, HSU anthropology professor, who solicited funds to bring
him to California. In September 1986,
he. arrived in Trinidad and enrolled at
HSU.
But the change wasn’t easy for
Chube. After three and a half years of
Please see Liberia, next page’ ”

by Wil Robinson
LUMBERJACK STAFF
Responding to the cry “Back to
Africa!”

in 1821,

freed

American

black slaves went to Africa and
waged war against tribal inhabitants to forge a new homeland —
modern Liberia.

Among the first democratic states
in Africa, the west-coast nation of
Liberia has maintained nearly 140
years of Western influence and good
relations with the United States.
Dominating the politics and economics, “Americo-Liberians,” those
descendents of American blacks,
comprise only 5 percent of the
Liberian population. Culturally
Western, “Americo-Liberians” profess Christianity, speak English and
hold to Western social organization.
The indigenous Liberians come
from 16 linguistic groups with more
than 100 chiefdoms. The largest are
the Kpella in the interior and the
Bassa on the southern coast.
The country consisted primarily
of Monrovia, the capital named after
President James Monroe, for the first

60 years after its declaration of independence in 1847. Nearly all of its
inhabitants
were the American-black
settlers. By 1920, expansion had been
- » Please see Africa, next page
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Liberia
+ Continued from page 19

college study in Liberia, HSU recognized only 18 units.
“I almost started all over,” he said.
Starting anew exacerbated the pain
of separation from his country, his family and his friends.
“I sit down and instead of studying,
I just cry. Me, a grown man, crying all
night long,”he said.
Unlike many immigrants fleeing
economic hardship or repression,
Chube did not come to America in
search of a dream. He admitted harboring resentment toward
the United States
for its financial support of the former
Doe regime.
“What kept Doe going was the
supporthegot from theoutside,” Chube
said.
During Doe’s rule, Liberia became

the largest recipient of U.S. aid in SubSaharan Africa.

Chube claims that Doe, in an effort
tokeep U.S . aid flowing, would accuse
people of being communists.
“Almost every month military personnel or civilians would be arrested
and accused... They were not communists, they were only talking about
improving the life conditions of the
Liberian people,” Chube said.
Political turmoil and violence have
not subsided in Liberia since Chube
fled four years ago.
Doe died late last month after his
capture by a rebel group led by Prince
Johnson. Johnson and another rebel

leader, Charles Taylor, are clashing for
control of the country. Both have made
claims to the presidency.
U.S. officials have accused Taylor of
receiving military backing from Libya
and said they are leery of both sides.
“I’mhoping that Taylor understands
it is not important that he becomes
president. What is important is reshaping the destiny of our country,”
Chube said.

Africa

The present conflict began on December 1989 when about 150 guerrillas
led by Taylor crossed into Liberia from
Ivory Coast.
The rebellion brought a 3,000-member West African peacekeeping force to
Liberia. The five-nation military force

Continued from previous page

made into the interior and resistance
had been crushed.
Liberia, from the mid-twenties, became a chief source of rubber for

is operated by the Economic Commu-

nity of West African States.
Doe died late last month after his
capture by a rebel group led by Prince

Firestone Company.

Internal problems plagued the
country in 1930. The League of Nations
investigated and implicated Liberian
national leaders in a forced-labor
scheme.
While maintaining a U.S.-style
structure to its government, central
control was held by theruling AmericoLiberians, including the power to appoint local officials. Political power
remained with one party from 1877
until 1980.
Corruption and failure to integrate
the interior peoples into the political
process incited a military coup led by
enlisted men which toppled the government in 1980.
A military regime was then estab-

Johnson, the Christian Science Monitor

reported. Doe was attending a negotiations meeting arranged by the
peacekeeping force.
Since that time, Doe’s remaining
military, under the leadership of David

Nimley, have battled with

groups over control of Monrovia. All
three of the groups’ leaders have
claimed to have gained power in the
country.

Writing for the Monitor, Hiram A.

Ruiz said there are between 100,000
and 150,000 people trapped in
Monrovia. Ruiz is a political analyst at
the U.S. Committee for Refugees.
Monrovia has been without water for
five months and without food for two

lished with Gen. Samuel K. Doe, former
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Vocal Motion
Oakland Youth Chorus’ Professional Ensemble

joined by Members of Bobby McFerrin's Voicestra
Presenting a global repertoire including compositions by Bobby McFerrin.
Thursday, October 25,1990

both rebel

master sergeant, as president. International human-rights organizations

months, he said. Hundreds of thou-

sanas of people have already fled to
refugee camps in other countnies.
The peacekeeping force, Ruiz said,
has little experience in handling the
situationand may even be contributing

consistently taultcd Uoe’s record of
brutality and human rights abuses.
Steps were made to return to civilian
rule in 1984. Disputes in 1985 and in
1988 led to more coup attempts. These
rebellions were led by Charles Taylor,a
former Doe cabinet member who fled
the country in 1983 to escape embezzlement charges and later jumped
bail in the United States to avoid extradition.

in the conflict. Restoring order would

require a U.N. peacekeeping force, he
said, but Liberia is not sitting atop large
oil reserves and the only non-nationals
affected are West Africans working in
Liberia.
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Arcata group’s video tape

reaches Iraqi embassy

by Claudia Van Zant
LUMBERJACK STAFF
and Stacey Wilde
WORLD NEWS EDITOR

The video project came on the heels
of President Bush’s eight-minute speech
which ran unedited on Iraqi television
in Baghdad on Oct. 16.

The Iraqi Embassy in Washington,
D.C., received a 28-minute videotape
made by Humboldt County peace ac-

ordinary people in the country, not just

tivists last week.

The Arcata-to-Iraq: People-to-People
video message, which has English- and
Arabic-language soundtracks, was

hand-delivered to Khalid Shewayish,
deputy chief of the Iraqi Embassy. The

video contains personal statements
from five Humboldt County residents

who call for immediate and non-mili-

tary solutions to the Gulf crisis.
“In my opinion, lasting peace can

only be achieved through meaningful,

aceful dialogue,” said Michael
Sarin, one of the speakers.
Michelle Hutchins, an HSU visual
arts major, expressed concern abvut a

small percentage of wealthy US. citi-

zens and transnational corporations

who she believes influence U.S. foreign

policy toward Iraq. This disproportionate oo has made alternative
forms of energy expensive and rare,
Hutchins said in her statement.
“Our dependency on oil frightens
me. Many of us would like to see alternative methods of energy imple-

mented,” she said.
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“We want the Iraqis to hear from

government officials,” one member of

the group said.

Edilith Eckart, a retired teacher, said

Iraqi and U.S. citizens need to reach out

to one another despite differences between the two countries.
“Let's start with you and me,” Eckart
said. “Make a video for us. Write a
letter toan American. Send us a picture
of your family.”
Members of the Arcata-to-Iraq:
People-to-People project are eager for
their message to be aired in Iraq.
“I am asking people of the Tnited
States to speak loudly in one voice for
peace with your country,” Dawn
Bressler, a staffperson for Citizens for

Social Responsibility said.
“We pray for our leaders and your
leaders to respect the humanity
threaten to destroy with guns and

bombs,” Bressler said.

Ina telephone interview from Washington, Shewayish said the video tape
is being held
pending approval from
Department.
the U.S. State
“We are willing to send it but we

have to overcome these difficulties,”

Shewayish said.

Sponsored by the HSU Student Health Center

Nov. 6 and 7, 3 - 4:30 p.m.
in the

Kate Buchanan Room
$5 for students, faculty and staff
People who should be immunized are those:

a

Protest
* Continued from page 19

“The invasion of one country of
another is wrong. But the invasion of
Panama, Granada and South Vietnam
were wrong — where does it end?”
Newton asked.
One Fortuna man spoke about his
22-year-old son who was shipped to
the Gulf last week.
“If war breaks out, my son will
probably die,” he said. “When you
watch TV and listen to the politicians,
what they say means nothing. It’s gibberish.”
A German couple biking through
Eureka happened upondemonstrators.
“I’ve never seen this alternative
look of the American people,” said Peter from Munich, who declined to give
his last name.
Peter said many Germans agree
with Bush’s
policy of stationing U.S.
forces in the Eulf but he thought “Iraqis as a people should not die for the
money the U.S. fears to lose in the region.”

Demonstrators cited U.S. dependence on oil as the main culprit in the
Middle East conflict. Speakers suggested exploring alternative energy
sources to eliminate reliance on oil.
“It’s completely possible today to
build vehicles that get 50 and 60 miles

to the gallon,” Sequoia Technical Ser-

vices employee Goldberg said.
He cited a Volvo prototype commuter vehicle that “sips” gasoline, averaging 82 miles per gallon but added
Volvo never mass-produced the car
because “they didn’t think there was a

market for them”

The possibility of war also caused
a stir in Washington this week.

Members of the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee demanded
President Bush give Congress a say
before committing U.S. troops todirect
military intervention.

Both Republican and Democratic
committee members clashed with Secretary of State James A. Baker, who
argued Bush may consult Congress

but was under no obligatior to obtain

approval for using
against Iraq.

military force
sia aa
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Women's Volleyball -

Green Bowl Packers
Sean Jackson

Ultra Spikes
The Gazelles

| Volleyball A

Volleyball AA
Desperados

Working Warriors

Janah Peterson

Jake Wahlberg

Volleyball B
IDSF
TNT
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Oakland Youth Chorus’ Professional Ensemble

Joined by Members from Bobby McFerrin's Voicestra.

| Racquetball A

Racquetball B

Don Miller
Sam Chouleri

John Tucker
Tim McGrew

Presenting a global repertoire including compositions

by Bobby McFerrin.
Thursday, October 25, 1990;7 P.M.
Van Duzer Theatre

IG) $12 General, $7 Students/Seniora/Children
1S

Softball
Monday

Wednesday

4th St. Boys Club
_ Purple Gels

Tuesday
Ray's Sentry
Grateful LC ades

Funded by Associated Students

@
*

H.S.U.

STUDEN

T

RUSH

UsBlackGuysSox

$3 tickets at the box office
Night of performance only

Thursday

Box Office opens 6 p.m.
HSU |. D. required for each ticket

Physical Graffiti
Pancake Batters
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‘Hard-core Scare’
House haunts Arcata for fourth year
by Hassanah Nelson
and Nicco Wargon
LUMBERJACK STAFF
Weird and creepy, slimy and
spooky things really do go
bump in the night, especially
on Halloween.
As you approach the darkened, haunted house a shadowy face leers hungrily and
vanishes suddenly among the
ancient tombstones. There’s a
sinister scream. You gasp. Your
heart leaps to your throat as
you enter the twisted mausoleum to begin your journey
through a chamber of horrors.
Starting Friday, Pretenders
Productions will present its
fourth annual Haunted House.
The Haunted House, located
at 15th Street and Alliance Road
in Arcata, will be open every
night until Halloween.
Pretenders Productions is a
non-profit organization that
creates various theater events.
The Haunted House started
with a group of friends, some
of them HSU students, and
now involves more than 40
people. It attracts community
and business contributions of
supplies, services and actors.
Live actors, special effects,

costumes and props make each
scene realistic.
“It’s fun. I like to be scared
and I like to scare people,” said

Sharalyn Lawrence, a College
of the Redwoods student.
“Most people in Pretenders
Productions are artists and
theater people, so there is a real
attention to detail.”
With more than a dozen
rooms spread over 4,000 square
feet, this will be Pretenders
Productions’ largest haunted
house. There will be a torture
chamber, electric chair, blood
bath room, maze and other
chilling surprises.
Other frights includea pit’n’
pendulum scene, a hell-raiser

room, a spider room, a mad
scientist lab and Café Satan.
“Café Satan features an end-

less a
illusion hallway
and film projections of flame

and smoke,” said HSU senior
Eric Worthington, one of the
producers of the house.
“And an endless espresso

machine that just doesn’t stop.
Somebody’s
gotanIV attached
to it,” added Danny Porter, a
jeweler and electrical expert.

Ska originators
to groove Garden
by Matt Plank

LUMBERJACK STAFF
In the days before reggae, Jamaica was moving and
grooving to the sounds of ska.
The Skatalites, the originators of this style, will perform
Tuesday night at the International Beer Garden in Arcata.
During the early 1960s, the soon-to-be band members of
the Skatalites were listening to rhythm and blues, jazz, and
Latin music played in America and growing in their ears
were the seeds of a new sound.
“We were hearing American music on our radios,” said
Tommy McCook, the group’s leader and tenor saxophonist,

in a phone interview from Los Angeles. “We would hear
Count Basie, Duke Ellington and Glenn Miller. From Miami, we heard a lot of blues, jazz and Cuban music too.”

Originally, they wanted to play these types of music, but
their producers pressed them to play something

more

danceable. They embraced a Jamaican back beat, added it
to their Amer:can influences and came up with ska.
“We are the exponents of ska,” McCook said.
Ska was quite popular in the late ’60s and wasa precursor
to reggae. In the early ‘80s, England witnessed something

of a ska revival. Bands such as Madness, the Specials, and
the English Beat played traditional Jamaican ska at a faster
pace and incorporated aspects of rock ‘n’ roll.
The Skatalites first played together in 1962, and have
played with such artists as Bob Marley and “Toots & the
Maytals.

PHOTO COURTESY OF PRETENDERS PRODUCTIONS

“It’s a pun.on our society —
caffeine junkies,” Worthington
said.
“This was a big hit,” he said.
“It was a real shocker here last

may have ghosts projected

Worthington
said
the
Haunted House is wheelchair-

around it,” Worthington said.
Special children’s shows for
2- to 10-year-olds will be more
silly than scary and cut out
some of the more fearful scenes
geared to adults, Worthington
said. They will be held every

accessible.“We’ve got to scare

night, except Sunday, from 6

year.”

everyone,” he said.

:

to 8 p.m. Admission is $1 per

Other scenes include the Tiny
Room/Big Head Room, (“It’s
going to be laughing at you,
probably spitting on you,”
Worthington
said),
the

child and adults are free when
accompanied by a child. On
Halloween night there will be
trick-or-treating from room to
room.

M.A.S.H.

Hard-core Scare, a show not :
recommended for children,

unit surgical

tent

(“With wound-type things —
blown open chest cavities,” he
said), the nightmare sawmill
and Countess Elizabeth's blood
bath.
“The countess was into sacrificing young
virgins,”
Worthington said, “and she
was probably English.”
“She would bathe in their
blood,”

artist Clifford

Page

said.
Near the exit will bea drunkdriving scene, sponsored by
Arcata High School and the
Arcata Police Department.
“This will be a serious one.
It'll be shocking to see a car

that has been wrecked in a
drunk-driving accident. We

“We are electrifying,” McCook said. “The kids jump
when the Skatalites play.”
The Skatalites will be performing with England’s Bad
Manners. The doors open at 7 p.m. and the show begins at
8 p.m. Tickets are $20.

will be held every night from 9
p-m. to midnight. Friday and
Saturday shows are $3 and
Monday and Tuesday shows
are $2. The

Halloween

show

on Wednesday is $5.
There will be a special KFMI
live broadcast on Saturday,
with a “scream-a-thon”

con-

test. Sunday night the house
will be reserved for groups and
special benefit organizations
that call ahead.
Advance tickets
are available
at People’s Records, Artifax
and The Works in Arcata, as
well as The Works in Eureka.
Tickets will also be sold at
the door.

'

ceeees

PHOTO COURTESY OF FAULK & MURROW TALENT

The Skatalites, who developed ska music in the mid‘60s, will be joined by Bad Manners at the Beer Garden
Tuesday night. See related story on page 27.
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‘Time’ is hard on Gypsy community

by P.J. Johnston
CURRENTS EDITOR

Movie review

“Time of the Gypsies” is one of those

“Time

movies that seems so real, so true to life,

language drama. Starring Ljubica
Adzovic, Davor Dujmovic and Elvira
Sali, Directed by Emir Kusturica. Not
Rated. In Yugoslavian with English sub-

you actually begin to worry about its
characters.
This would be quite an achievement
anyway, but the fact “Gypsies” rings so
true is a monumental feat when one
considers that the filmrevolves around
Gypsy mysticism, faith-healing,

titles. (Pfaying at the Minor Theater.)
Evaluation (out of four): * * *

suitors. Husbands threaten to sell the

psychosexual-spiritual

bastard offspring

fantasies and heavy visual symbolism.
The movie opens Friday at the Minor.
In spite of its occasionally artsy contrivance — like the recurring “boxes”

and “bridal gown” imagery — “Gyp-

the fringe of civilization, we realize that

effective movie, a
opens itself up to
won't let go.
overall success lies

in the construction of its first half-hour.
PHOTO COURTESY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES

“Time of the Gypsies,” which opens Friday at the Minor, tells its story of
Yugoslavian Gypsies with painfully effective realism and expressive imagery.

faces seem to tell stories in themselves,
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where grimy children with tears in their
eyes are testament to the brutality of
life on earth.

ieee

themselves.
Soon, however, we realize we are in
for something completely different.
Straying further from the role of pas-

(a dream perhaps?) in which hundreds
of torches are floated down a river.
Soon, we are witnessing Gypsy mobsters buy cripples and sell infants, lead
young men into crime and young
women into prostitution. Mothers sell
their daughters to the highest-bidding

feng

vian ghetto, and let the scenes unfold

hi $989
eDagger Solo "Caper’ Canoe...

Soon, we are watching an old woman
heal a naked child. Then we see her
grandson move objects with his mind.
Later we witness
a quasi-religious ritual

sive journalist with each frame,
Kusturica begins to dig into the fragmented character of the Gypsy community — with growing subjectivity.
Kusturica’s saga is shot in an intense,
expressive realism — where things like
stale yellow walls or sweaty drunken

LOS F

you find
St

Faarehka e@

it!
ads

i

to his seedy lot of Gypsies — the healergrandmother (Ljubica Adzovic), her
two orphan grandchildren, Perhan
(Davor Dujmovic) and Danira (Elvira
Sali), and their loser uncle, Merzdan
(Husnija Hasimovic) — as though he
were making a PBS documentary, only
without the stuffy British narrator. Everything looks as though Kusturica
merely set up his camera in a Yugosla-

i

Director Emir Kusturica introduces us

while the Gypsies themselves may not
be able to distinguish between right
and wrong, the filmmaker can.
It'sa risky approach. By revealing the
underbelly of an unfamiliar world in
all its violence and pettiness, Kusturica
may foster new feelings of prejudice
against Gypsies rather than break down
old ones, which I assume was his aim.
Still, for me, his approach works. I left
the theater with a greater understanding of this passionate, superstitious,
slightly insane world — which for all
its crimes against humanity, demands
recognition and appreciation.
Although Kusturica wields a vicious
paintbrush, his canvas is adorned with
genuineemotion, burning emblems and
hopeful, sad little faces covered in grime
and tears.

|

sies” is a painfully
harsh world which
the viewer and then
Part of the movie's

of their unfaithful

wives. All the while, the grimy babies
have tears in their eyes.
And as the movie continues in its
relentless depiction of a race living on

i]

telekinetics,

of the Gypsies”: Foreign-

Wednesday,
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Bishop Mayfield keeps the faith
Stevie Ray Vaughan and Rodney
Neville. He has been around the world
three times and has managed and
started many of his own bands.
“When | first (came to Arcata) I started
out with a rock-oriented band named
Straightshot. I eliminated rock ‘n’ roll,
‘cause that’s not my bag, and I got to the
funk,” Mayfield said.
Mayfield said he never formally auditions newcomers to his bands.
“I can look somebody in the eye and

by P.V. Reynolds

LUMBERJACK STAFF

With a name like Bishop, where else
would he start his singing career but in
a church?
Bishop Mayfield, lead vocalist of the
Bishop Mayfield Band, believes his
ability to sing isa
“God-given talent.”
“I don’t know
one note from an-

tell whether or not they can play,” he
said. “Either you’re with me or you're
not.”
Relying solely on “scouts” and “word
of mouth,” the Bishop Mayfield Band

other. I either hit
it or 1 don’t,” said

Mayfield,

who

used to sing in a

e)

church choir as a

child. “You've got
to have an ear for

hopes to land a record contract in the

exert

near future.
“I think we’ve got the best band in
this county,” Mayfield said. “We get

it.”

The Bishop Mayfield Band is made
up of Mayfield singing lead vocals,

crowds of people with no advertising,

Trevor Dunn on bass, Bill Moehnke on

off that, you know you've got a good

just word of mouth. If you can survive

drums, Tom Stretton on keyboard and
Tom Workman on guitar.
Dunn,

the newest

addition

hand,” Mayfield said.
PHOTO BY MARY BROWN

Bishop Mayfield, lead singer of the Bishop Mayfield Band, gets funky at the
Jambalaya during Lumberjack Days weekend. Mayfield, who has played
with the likes of B.B. King, James Brown and the late Stevie Ray Vaughan,

to the

band, came over from local band “Mr.
Bungle,” which is on hiatus.

The Bishop Mayfield Band plays funk
music, which

Mayfield

‘consistently draws crowds’ at Arcata venues.

describes as

having “a slap-back bass sound.”
“It’s a mix of jazz, gospel and rhythm
and blues,” he said.
The two-and-a-half-year-old

merous benefit concerts for causes such
as National Association for the Ad-

vancement of Colored People and a

band

local battered women’s shelter.

played at Club West, Jambalaya, The
Landing, Lazio’s and the Ritz — and
Mayfield himself has appeared at nu-

Still, Mayfield doesn’t see himself as
ambulance-chaser.

“I began to get disenchanted (with

Jake

McCarthy,

Jambalaya,

said

owner
he

of

believes

Mira Clapp

Marian Foust

George Allen
Beverly Allen

Halimah Collingwood
Patrick Conlin

Charles Fulkerson
Scott Gavin

Jim Allen
Robert Astrue

Michelle Conover
Fred Cranston

Helen Gibbins
Patsy Givins

Richard Ballew
Greg Bloomstrom

Jenny Cranston
Randy Crutcher

Everrett Givins
Larry Goldberg

Milton Boyd

Tom Cummings

Charles Gordon

Barbara Silow
John Brimlow
Patruska Brujak
David Callow
Edward Cannon
Judy Cannon
Christin Carlson

Joan

Richard

nter

Adele Chaffey

Clyde Davis
Phyllis Davis
Carol Davis
Bettye Dobkin
Jim Dodge
Sid Dominitz
Richard Duning

ter

Kay Chaffe
Keith Chaffey
Beth Chaton.
Marc Chaton

Sherry Gordon
Kate Green
Simon Green
Danny Hagans
Beverly Hanly
Sandra Healy
Pat Higgins

Diane Higgins

Susan Dunn

Tom Early

LuCinda Emerson

He consistently draws crowds,” said

classic musicians such as B.B. King,

McCarthy, who credits the band as
being “one of the two to three top draws
here in the house.”
As for the future, Mayfield said the
band has no plans other than to “be
successful...and bust.”
“As long as we're alive there’s poten-

James

tial. We’ve got a shot,” May.ield said.

benefits) because (other bands) useit as
a tax write-off. That’s business, not
charity,” Mayfield said.
Mayfield, who has been in the music
business over 20 years, has played with
Brown,

Ike and

Tina

Michael Erwin
Kathy Escott
Viola Evans
Cary Frazee

Bill Clapp

Karen Foss
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Ted Ingebritson
Ron Johnson
Sheri Johnson
Barbara Kaplan
Brice Kenny
Lincoln Killian
Lewis Klein
Dorothy Klein
Sue Lee
Linda Lee
Bill Lesley
Joan Levy
Ann Lindsay
Steve Littlejohn
Sam Lundeen
Angela Lundeen

Pamela Hightower

Mike Manetas
Kit Mann

Marion Horner
Lisa Hoover
Ken Humphry
Kay Humphry

Jim Mclaughlin

Jack Hitt

Turner,

Betty Owen
Albert Owen
Carol Page
C.W. Page
David Paine
Isabella Paz
Chloe Peart
Ray Peart
Jeff Powers
Lee Powers
Carl Ratner
Ann Reid Reynolds
Bobbi Ricca
Richard Ricklefs
Wendy Ring
Lynn Roberts

John Rogerson
Janice Rothrock

Larry Moss

Archie Mossman

Clyde Osborn

Krebs Commie

David Hitchcock, Treasurer
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Iris Ruiz

Jean Wilson

Steve Salzman
e¢F

Carol Whitehurst
John Wiebe
Carol Wiebe

Bud Ryerson

Elizabeth Owen

Sherman Shapiro
Gerald Sattinger
Stephen Solat
Jim Stackhouse
Ken Terrill
Mardi Terrill
Glenda Test
Jim Test
Terry Tinkham
Lucille Vinyard
Bill Vinyard
Jean Wagner
Leon Wagner
Paula Watson
Kaye Westcott
Michael Welsh

Ann Roversi

Rob Roversi

Thelma Ingebritson
en
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Mayfield’s “word of mouth” theory.
“Bishop packs the house all the time.
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Mojo rocks Garden
by Nicco Wargon
LUMBERJACK STAFF
An hour before he was supposed to
come on stage for his show last
Wednesday, Mojo Nixon hung out by
the front bar at the International Beer
Garden.
Despite his purported wild and dangerous presence, Mojo looked rather
ordinary in Humboldt County with his
plaid shirt, jean jacket and unshaven
face. Those who didn’t know his music
might not have been ready for the
speed-freak hillbilly freedom fighter
who stood in their midst.
“Tonight your pants are going to get
wet, ” he said to college kids and local
rednecks who crowded around him,
“and you're going to go blind!”
Well, we didn’t go blind, but a lot of
us sure got dizzy.
Mojo’s band cooked up a storm of
high-energy, feel-good rock’n’ roll that
got everyone dancing, jumping and
hollering for more. The dance floor was
packed. And it got rowdy, more thana
few times, but it was always goodnatured and never got out of hand.
Country Dick Montana, formerly of
the Beat Farmers, did not show up to
play with the band as the posters had
advertised, but Mojo had enough personality to convince his audience that
nothing was missing.
Mojo was the Master Bombardier of
BIOs (Barely Identifiable Objects) that

Mojo Nixon at
the Beer Garden
flew about the dance floor — which
included an inflatable pig, an empty
five-gallon water bottle and a “snott” from his very own nose.
Although he hails from Southern
California, Mojo took the time to do a
little research into issues affecting
Humboldt County.
On Earth First!: “Earth First, huh? Well what comes second? Beer? Okay,
we got Beer Second! and Sex Third!.
Now, everyone in favor of making Sex
Second! raise your hand.” A forest of
arms went up.

On Logging: “Now we don’t need to
let the loggers cut up all the trees,” —

applause — “but the loggers need to
keep their families fed and have jobs,”
— applause — “so I say we help them
learn how to grow psychedelic mushrooms!” — thunderous applause.
Mojo also said the spotted owl was
sacred, because its spots are really
“Elvis-heads,” and “For-choo-na” is
where all the truck drivers on methamphetamines hang out. He also mentioned how powerful he felt playing at
the Beer Garden, “because it used to be

PHOTO
BY KEVIN SAVETZ

Mojo Nixon whips the crowd into a frenzy at his International Beer Garden

called ‘Mojo’s.’”

concert last Wednesay night.

Whatever you say, Mojo.
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..-Bobby McFerrin’s Voicestra,
Vocal Motion at Van Duzer
by Drew Schultz
LUMBERJACK STAFF

HSU will get a taste of a cappella magic when Vocal
Motion, the Oakland Youth Chorus’ professional ensemble,

ee with three members of Bobby McFerrin’s Voicestra
ursday night at Van Duzer Theatre.
Vocal Motion, a group of 20 singers between the ages of 14
and 21, was formed in 1974 and was the only group of its
kind granted special funding by the National Endowment
for the Arts. The group presents a variety of music from
Mozart to African and Middle Eastern influenced pieces to
“New Age” compositions. The pieces are performed without the use of instruments with performers acting as “living
instruments.”
PHOTO COURTESY OF BLUE BEAT RECORDS

Buster Biloodvessel, front man forthe band
Bad Manners, floats off the coast of his
native England. Bad Manners, one of

England’s most popular bands, will headline
an evening of Jamaican ska music at the
International Beer Gardens Tuesday night.

“The style is very fresh, real new. It’s part chorus, part
theatreand part dance,” said Elizabeth Minn, Vocal Motion’s
artistic director, ina phone interview from Oakland.
Voicestra, a ten-member group, was formed in the Bay
Area by singer Bobby McFerrin and can be heard on
McFerrin’s new album, “Medicine Music.” The group won

Bad Manners front man

top prize at the 1990 Tokyo International Music Festival and
will open on Broadway in November, kicking off an extensive fall tour of major American cities.

anticipates 20 good years

and Joey Blake, will join Vocal Motion and perform parts of
“Voices Only,” a collaboration between the two groups. The
music themes, concepts and ideas for “Voices Only” were
written by Bobby McFerrin.
“Voices Only is hard to describe. It’s just pure Bobby

years and I’m looking forward

by Drew Schultz
LUMBERJACK STAFF

to 20 years,” Bloodvessel said.

Ska music has been overshadowed by its own offspring, reggae, inthe last three

decades,
but that will all change
if Buster Bloodvessel has his
way.
Bloodvessel and his band
Bad Manners, one of England’s

most popular ska acts, will appear in Arcata at the International Beer Garden Tuesday.
In

1976,

lead

singer

Bloodvessel (originally Doug
Trendle) founded the group
with some of his friends while
they were still in high school
because they needed “something to do in the evenings.”
The fledgling group played

a hybrid brand

of rhythm and

blues in the clubs and pubs of
London, and soon they gathered a loyal following. Within
a year, Bad Manners signed a
contract with Magnet Records
without ever recording
ademo

tape.

“I always had this need to
get up on stage and perform.

Becoming a s
seemed to
be a good way to go,”

Bloodvessel said in a phone
interview from a whistle-stop

in Providence, R.I.
Fronted by the larger-‘hanlife singer,
Bad Manners gained
tion with 12 top-selling
singles in England, including
“Special

Brew,”

“Lip

Up

Fatty,” and “CanCan.” During
that time they also had five

English Top 20 albums.
e’ve been together for 14

Still, despite the band’s success, Bloodvessel said he feels
ska music — a mesh of traditional Jamaican styles with
American rhythm and blues
— still hasn’t gained its de-

served recognition.
“Ska doesn’t seem to be very
popular with disc jockeys and
radio stations. It is the most
radio-friendly music around,
but it seems as if it has become
radio taboo,” he said.
“Luckily, though, new ska
bands have been forming and
there are even a few stations
that play only ska. They’re
snatching up all the plastic we
can send them.”
Blood vessel recently bought
the failing Blue Beat record
company, and now produces
thrash, rap and heavy metal in
addition to ska.
“Blue Beat was started in the
‘60s and was the first record
label to produce black music
(in England). The music was
mostly of Jamaican origin and
was a sort of R&B ska. The
music style came to be known
as Blue Beat,” he said.
The nine-piece Bad Manners
recently completed a tour of

the United States and Europe.

Since then Bloodvessel has
been busy with several other
rojects.
. ve formed another group,
Buster’s All-Stars, thatincludes
some of The Selecter, Madness,
The Specials, Rankin’ Roger
and others. We're remaking a
single: with all the ground

breaking ska songs and they’ re
going tomixed together by Jive
Bunny,” he said. “We're going
to rip up the dance floors of
London with this group.”

Bloodvessel has also pursued
an acting career, appearing in

British movies like “Sammy
and Rosie Get Laid” and “Out
of Order” as wellas several TV
commercials.
“I have this need to be on
stage. When

I was a kid I’d

watch the telly and see kids my
ownage acting. I said ‘I can do
that.’ I was frustrated and envious. Now, when I get a role
its usually as a thug or some-

thing like that. I do that role
very well,” he said.
In spite of his rather striking
appearance — Bloodvessel is
large, bald and claims to havea
13-inch tongue — he wants to
avoid being typecast.

“I’m looking to play a romantic, intellectual role” he
said.

Blood vessel — who used to
drink heavily until a bar fight
left him with a severely damaged elbow — said boozing it
up can be a good thing.
“Youneed a drink every now
and then to relax and unwind,”

hesaid. “When! drank, though,
I could never have just a little
drink. I would wind up
drinking two bottles of spirits
before I was done. So when I
had my elbow broken | stopped
drinking altogether. Now I try
to channel all that energy into
my performance.”
ning Tuesday’s show
will be the Skatalites.

Three members of Voicestra, Raz Kennedy, Dave Worm

McFerrin,” Minn said.

The Vocal Motion/Voicestra concert will begin at 7 p.m.
Tickets are $12 general, $7 students and seniors.

...Andes folk band Markahuasi
at Casa de Que Pasa
by P.V. Reynolds
LUMBERJACK

STAFF

Like the mountain came to Mohammed, the Andes are
coming to Arcata this week — in the form of a folk band
called Markahuasi.
The 3-year-old band, which plays traditional and dynamic
folk music influenced by the Andean regions of Peru, Bolivia
and Ecuador, is made up of natives from Colombia and Peru.
Markahuasi is Freddy Franco, Carlos Hilario, Jose Hilario,
Hugo Novarro and Miguel Peralta.
The band performs in traditional dress and utilizes many
exotic handmade instruments, some of which are influenced
by the Inca empire.
“We feel good about our music. We want to make it known
to all kinds of people,” band member Peralta said.
Peralta, who said the band is excited to be coming to
Arcata, has been with Markahuasi since it started in Central
America and moved to San Francisco six months ago.
“I like (playing music) so much I don’t ever want to do
anything else,” said Peralta, who practices three hours alone
and two hours with the band, daily.
Peralta composes songs that tell stories about earth and
nature and. man’s search for his true identity which Peralta
said is hard to do in this society.
a the Andes you feel and know self. You’re in touch,” he

said.

Carol

Bradley,

organizer

of

the

concert,

first

saw

Markahuasi in concert in Davis last March.
“I’m just an individual who appreciates their music and
wishes to help them spread their music and beautiful culture
in this area,” Bradley said. “Markahuasi is definitely a class
act.”
Markahuasi, sponsored by Humboldt Folklife Society,
will play at Casa de Que Pasa Restaurant at 9 p.m. Saturday.

Admission will be $6 general or $5 for Humboldt Folklife

Society members.
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Runners sprint into
championship meet
by Dirk Rabdau
SPORTS EDITOR
The HSU men’s cross country team
heads into the conference meet in hopes
that recent history will not catch up to
it.
In each of the
past two seasons, upsets
of the
league favorite
have occurred.
In 1988, HSU
was a dark horse but
managed to upset favored UC Davis.
Last year, the Apeics returned the favor,

stunning the Lumberjacks at conference.
“This team is too incredible to lose,”
sophomore runner Pete Oviatt said.
“We want our seven runners to finish
in the top ten.”
Coach David Wells echces Oviatt’s
confidence.
“I think it hurts more not to look
ahead (to regionals and nationals),”
Wells said. “This isn’t the end of the
journey.”
The conference meet will be held
Saturday at Sonoma State University.
“The conference course is a short 5.0
K,” Wells said. “It is 4.7 or 4.8 (K). It is

relatively fast.”
The problem conference poses, Wells
said, is other teams are preparing solely
for this race.
Wells said while his runners will
continue to cut down on mileage in
preparation for regionals and nationals, teams concentrating on conference
have already cut down, allowing their
runners to be fully rested for the race.
In the conference meet, each team

sends seven runners. The top five runners determine the team’s score.
The top four teams at conference
automatically qualify for one: Of
those teams that do not
qualify, the =
three runners finishing in the top 1

also go on to the

regionals.

Everyone but the College
of Notre
Dame is ex
to send
teams.
The 4th-ranked HSU men’s team
consists of senior Chuck Mullane; juniors Mitch Brown, Bill Frampton and
Chris Hobson; and sophomores Oviatt,

Woman
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Some runners can horse around and
still come out on top.
women’s cross country

runner Denise Walker, being oneof the
best in the Northern California Athletic
Conference is not strictly business.
A 20-year-old wildlife major, Walker
has been described by teammates as
both “a leader and a team joker.”
the first few days of practice
this season the freshmen runners said
little.

Walker broke the silence in her own

+

oe»

~

the ‘Jacks.

“Honestly, I don’t think I can beat
him. If we both run our best races,
Stone will win,” Oviatt said.
HSU remains relatively healthy as
the meet approaches.
“Ten days ago, we were shaky. In ten
days we are able to put
Humpt
aa
back together again,”
Wells
said.
Rouse

is slightly injured

with

a

strained calf muscle.
“It is something that causes great
discomfort (when running),” Rouse
said. “There is a small chance that Dave
(Weil!s) will save me for regionals and
nationals.”

“The team is confident,” Rouse said.
“Everybody is really gearing towards
regionals and nationals more than
conference.”
Rob Scott, the team’s No. 3 runner,
said personal goals mean little at the
conference meet.

“It doesn’t matter how I do. I just

want the team to do well,” Scott said.
hc

“] think we are stronger than last
team,” Scott said. “This year

noma is the only team which poses a
threat. I don’t think they are as good as
Davis (was last year).”
On the women’s side, inexperience
and youth play major parts inthe team’s
chances.
Denise Walker leads a ‘Jack team

consisting
primarily
of freshmen.
Walker, who
finished
first at the Cal
Poly San Luis Obispo
Invitational on
Oct. 13, is expected
to challenge topranked Susan Carey of Stanislaus.
Walker, an All-American in the 800
and 1500 meter in track, faces Carey,
who is a long-distance runner.
“She is a lot stronger than in the
pe Coach Nancy Lough said. “As
ong

with

as she can stay in step

400 meters to go, I

out-kick her.”

with Carey

think she can

Please see Race, next page

PHOTO BY BOB ANDERSON

Losing effort

Kevin Wiese scores on a penalty kick in Saturday’s 2-1 loss to San
Francisco State. HSU lost to the Gators Sunday by an identical score.

runner trades shoes for saddle

by Dennis D. Perez

For HSU

Rob Scott and Phil Rouse.
Oviatt, who is vying with Sonoma’s
MikeStone for the conference title, leads

“Boy, things sure are loud,” she
yelled.
“Denise got people to speak out,”
said Shawn Adams, the lone senior on
the women’s team. “She is the team
, we tease her. But we know she ts

aloud mouth because
she cares for the
team.”

solidify her No. 2 ranking in the NCAC.
But her success at HSU has not been

limited to cross country. Last spring
Walker won the 800- and 1,500-meter
races at the NCAC Track and Field
finals and was an All-American selection as a freshman.

When she’s not running, Walker

Women’s coach Nancy Lough said
Walker is not a typical
more.
“Sheis the ideal runner,” Loughsaid.

spends her summer

“She is self-confident, motivated and

miles northeast of Sacramento.

has high

aspirations for herself.”

On the course, Walker is all business.

taking

Arabian show horses at the

care of
Brumarba

Ranch in her native Garden Valley, 60
“I’ve had a pony since I was eight.

(Horses) were my first love,” Walker

She finished first in her last race at Cal

said.

mile race in .17.minutes, 57 seconds to

out for me,” she said. “There are as-

Poly San Luis Obispo. She ran the 3.1

“Running and horses equal things

pects of bcth that keep me going in life.
“Ithelps me think things out,” Walker
said. “I am not ‘the runner’ when I’m
there.”
“When I was in high school I wasn’t
even thinking
about doing what
I do in

college,” she said. “But when I worked

at the ranch, I realized what a commitment it was to take care of horses.”

For now, Walker is unsure of her

future.

“We will see where my running takes
me,” Walker said. “I would like to

into environmental writing. May’
work to save the otters or for
Greenpeace. I want to get out and get

dirty.”
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Runner overcomes illness to lead team
junior cross country
ampton said.

by Dave Gallagher

SPECIAL TO THE LUMBERJACK

runner

a |

By spring break, Oviatt could really

Imagine you are a runner who is

coming off agood cross-country season.

You start training for the upcoming
track season and the more you train,
the slower you get.
A runner's nightmare? This is the
situation sophomore cross country and
track runner Peter Oviatt found himself
in almost two years ago.
Oviatt, a physical education major,
was stricken with an unknown illness
in 1988 that still has doctors baffled.
“It was a real mess. It started with a
bad flu in December, and by February,
I was feeling tired every day,” Oviatt
said. He said he suffered chest pains

through it all.
Oviatt said he decided that the best

way to get over it was to keep training.
‘coach Dave Wells noticed that as

Oviatt continued training, his times
were consistently getting slower.

“It was over a long period that his

notice a difference in his running and

decided to quit track.

“It was likerunning insomeoneelse’s

body who was out of shape,” Oviatt
ese “It was a frustrating feeling.”

During that time Oviatt was tested

for every possible disease to determine

what was wrong.
“Each doctor had their own theory
about what was wrong with me and

when it was disproved, they would let
me go,” Oviatt said. “A couple doctors

“Peteis anintense, dedicated runner.

I know how frustrating it must have

been for him but I think it paid off
because he’s back even hungrier,”

I would have had problems with my
grades,” Oviatt said.
By the end of the summer of 1989,
Oviatt
East Coast,on
the pent
whichhes
still didn’t show signs of improving
and decided to take the year off from

about it, but his dad knew some**ing
was wrong.

was swimming upstream and not getting anywhere,”
Oviatt said.
Oviatt said he didn’t give up because

instead of resting. That’s the type of
runner he is. Mentally, he wanted to
and that’s whatmay have
keeprunning

ndlina posiuveway,"Loughadded.
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them had toa og uickly to the collegiate pressure.
The freshmen have had
to carry a lot of the load.
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ina positive way,”
Lou
:
aThey not tired.”
3
.
The women’s meet will also take place
at Sonoma. The conference champion-

NorTHCOUNTRY CLINIC
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Friday. Forms available at the Uni-

gone back up to school and not been

Holden, Alice Atkinson, Gerry
Seymour and Debbie Williams and
juniors Jocelyn Braden, Walker and
Adams.
“I expect Davis is going.to win,”
Lough said. “After that it is going to be
close, between Hayward, Stanislaus,
and us.”
“It's been a tough year for these

Sonoma State, plays Hayward State (11 in NCAC) in Redwood Bowl Saturday night.
At halftime there ‘will be an eight
minute ultimate frisbee demonstration
featuring one player off each of the 14

Gab dC

Deadline for submission is 4 p.m.

some bad days and I knew that
if 1 had
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was getting better.
“I was having some good days and
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Classifieds.

there were times when it felt like he

poeesss=--—

. NCAC),

be Lumberjack a

“Dad was pretty worried and kept

harder,” Oviatt said. “This probably
made it worse. I should have rested
instead.”
“(Oviatt) kept trying to work it out

women,” Lough

vantage,” F-ampton said.

insisting on taking time off. He knew I

"Jacks host Hayward State in football
The Lumberjack football team (0-3 in

away my livelihood. If I had to choose
between eating or running, I would
rather run.”
“Pete has one gear, and that’s all out.
He’s back in every aspect and is where
I would project him to be if he hadn't
taken a year off,” Wells said.
“You have to love to have runners
like Pete. He isn’t afraid to lock horns
withthe big guys. He wasa good runner
before (the illness). Now he is a great
runner. He used the illness to his ad-

Oviatt said he tried to keep it his
problem and not let anyone else worry

The team consists of freshmen Mari

The return of Shawna Adams, the
team’s only senior, will give the team
the additional depth.
“We haven’t seen her all season,”
Lough said. “The conference race will
be her first true test.”
Each team consists of seven runners.
Only the top five from each team count
in the standings.
The top three teams will go on to
regionals. Of the teams not advancing,

break,” Oviatt said, “It was like taking

“When I started training, it was methodical. I trained harder than I should
have but I felt I couldn’t give myself a

hurt him,” Wells said.

qualify for regionals.

*Continued from previous page

frustrating feeling. »

to his training.

PETER OVIATT
Cross country runner

three runners finishing in the top 15

Race

disappeared.
Now Oviatt has made some changes

“If | had taken a heavier load, 1 know

mental and that just made me work

weeks there was a huge difference in
times.”

three weeks off and the symptoms

running in someone
else’s body who was
out of shape. It was a

his grades.

mia,” Wells said. “His quality runs

became worse each week and in six

In the spring of 1990 Oviatt took

t was like

course load and the illness didn’t affect

school. He also decided to give up on
doctors.
“One doctor told me that it was

for women runners with ane-

have driven me crazy,” Oviatt said.
Oviatt went to Southern California
and started to recover.

were pretty insensitive.”
Oviatt at the time was taking a light

times were getting worse. He started
re
that were charac-

teristic

able to run with my friends, it would
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Bringing campus
crime into light
n the shadows of the Middle East crisis and
| the federal budget saga, a bill that could have
a profound effect on universities, students
and crime is silently awaiting a vote from Congress.
House Resolution 1454, dubbed the Student Right

to Know Act, would require colleges and universities to disclose campus crime statistics, primarily

+
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for prospective students and their parents. The bill

would also require the release of graduation rates
for university athletes.

Though the bill has some minor flaws, overall it
is a good idea. Students have a right to know the
crime rates at universities they consider attending.
This is analogous with students’ right to know
university statistics such as student/ teacher ratios
and employment rates for graduates.
University adminstrators complain there is diffi-

PI

culty in distinguishing between campus crime and
community crime. This is true at many universities

where the campus is physically meshed with the
community.
It would be best, then, for universities to disclose
statistics based not only on actual campus crimes,
butalso oncrime in surrounding areas. A relatively
secure campus, of course, doesn’t guarantee that
students will besafe in surrounding areas. Students

do, after all, venture off campus.
If the bill passes, universities would be forced to
work with area law enforcement agencies to com-

bat crime, or possibly face drops in enrollment.
The safety of students is crucial. No student on
any campus is completely safe, but all students
have the right to know what risks they face.
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Letters to the editor
Abortions on the rise?

ate alone has grown to more than $400,000 per
year.

It may or may not be true that abortions have
declined in Humboldt County, as claimed by
Planned Parenthood in The Lumberjack
(“Planned Parenthood reports abortion decline,”

Jacqueline R. Kasun

Oct. 10). There are no official data on abortion,

because Planned Parenthood and the other
abortion providers have lobbied hard against
any requirements to report their activities.
Therefore, all we know is what Planned Parent-

hood chooses to tell us. National estimates of
abortion come from the Guttmacher Institute,
an agency created by Planned Parenthood.
The alleged decline, if it occurred, may reflect
a decline in the number of young women in the
county. Nationally there was a decline of 2.5
‘million in the number of women age 15-24
during the 1980s. There are no good data for this
county but estimates based on the 1980 census
and subsequent market surveys indicate that
the number may have fallen by 2,500.
If Planned Parenthood “services” could reduce abortion rates, California and Humboldt

during

, breeks
. Offices
are at
Arcata 96521. Phone (707) 826-

3271 (news) (707) 826-3250 (advertising).
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fox nomber wt 70

Ferien
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County should have the lowest abortion rates in
thecountry because California spends four times
as much of its own tax money per capita on
government subsidies to family planning as the
national average. In fact, however, Planned
Parenthood’s own figures show that Californic

has the highest abortion rate in the nation and

the rate for the county is higher than the rates in
34 of the other states. This state and this county
also posted some of the
test abortion increases in the nation during the 1970s when
California led the nation in government spend-

ing for “family planning.”
The chief effect of the millions of tax dollars
given to Planned Parenthood has been to create
a publicly funded gold mine for that organiza-

tion. The flow of tax dollars to the Eureka affili-

professor, economics
—&

Keeping aware at LJE
I applaud Lumberjack Enterprises’s efforts

in supporting National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week (NCAAW). The op-ed article
by Dirk Rabdau in the Oct. 17 Lumberjack (“The
week the taps went dry”), which criticizes the
one-week voluntary cession of alcohol sales in
the Depot, is unwarranted.
The operative word in NCAAW is awareness, not rehabilitation. The organizer’s intent

in establishing this nationwide program is not
to treat college alcoholics. Rather, the

function

of NCAAW is to raise awareness of the dangers

of excessive alcohol consumption and alcoholrelated accidents.
What better way to spark awareness than a
one-week
reprieve from alcohol sales? If a student or faculty member routinely gets intoxicated at 3 p.m. in the Depot, maybe this event
will cause the individual to ask themselves a
few questions about their behavior.

Rabdau points out, “We (LJE) are helping to

get students off campus and into the bars.” I

seriously doubt one would be apt to drink more

at Toby and Jacks because they were “forced”

out of the Depot. More likely, the person would

forgo the couple of beers between classes. LJE’s

efforts can hardly
be blamed for anyone leaving
campus to get drunk.

Similarly, I doubt that LJE’s participation in
NCAAW propounds an impending prohibiPlease see Letters, next page

OPINION
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For reasons of state and maybe some oil
As the

troops dig in for a long stay, questions arise about doing the wrong thing

by David Jervis

OPINION EDITOR
;
There once wasa time when Americans faced
a crisis
in Middle Eastern oil supplies, and their government
actually pondered throwing some weight towards
research into alternative energy. And the president

responded withsome loud military sabre-rattling about
the “national interest.”
I was in sixth grade at the time, and as oil prices
soared, Jimmy Carter singled out Khomeini’s Iran
and the post-Afghanistan Soviets as potential enemies to national security — stating that they should
keep hands off America’s major source of cheap and
abundant oil.
The Carter administration gave a push in publicity
and incentives to alternative energy, supposedly so
America couldn’t get held over a barrel again, which

was quickly forgotten when the cheap oil flowed again
a few years later. And in June 1980, amid only a few
protests on college campuses, mandatory draft registration began anew for American males after a fiveyear hiatus — the reason being that oil might be worth

fighting for someday, you know.
It seemed like a far-fetched idea, and it’s easy to
forget that that’s what nearly 200,000 U.S. soldiers

have been sitting uneasily in Saudi Arabia for two
months doing — especially easy since George Bush
has not seen it necessary to call up the millions of
registered draftees (the regulars and reserves
are bearing the oilman’s burden).

Letters...
tion on campus. Beer sales bring in too much
money at the Depot and at Lumberjack Days.
The intent of NCAAW is awareness, nothing
more , nothing less. Is one week without alcohol on

campus that inconvenient? If it is, the campaign
may have already made a difference.
Kenneth Geisick
senior, social science
—}

Don't stay in the dark
Thank you
issue of abuse
Oct. 3 edition.
closed doors

for giving so much attention to the
and violence against women in your
This is an issue that is kept behind
and reinforced by society and its

institutions (religion, law enforcement, media and

even the family).

In your article there were messages indicating
that women can do something to stop the violence

George Bush did what Carter only threatened, sending in troops to defend the “right” to keep the oil
flowing to a nation dependent on dwindling petroleum supplies for far too long (Bush goes to pains
constantly to prove he’s no Carter, and Jimmy wasn’t
connected with the oil businessfor much of his life.).

Without a doubt, Iraq’s occupation of Kuwait is
indefensible, but any American must wonder why the
administration acted how they did when they did. The
gulf crisis comes at a difficult time for U.S. foreign
policy, when the nation’s legitimacy as a global cop
has fallen into question.
The same dilemma existed in 1950, when Harry

Truman faced trouble selling the idea of a Soviet
menace to a budget-weary Congress. When the North
Koreans stormed into the American client state in the

south, Korea was declared part of the national interest,
enough so to rush in hundreds of thousands of American troops with arm-twisted congressional approval
— a tactic repeated in Vietnam with dire results.

Forty years later, defending Kuwait, protecting Saudi
Arabia and making sure a third oil crisis doesn’t
explode is reason enough for Bush to get a hapless
Congress to rubber-stamp Operation Desert Shield,
paint Saddam Hussein as a new Hitler and threaten
all-out war.
It’s important to remember Korea and Kuwait are
examples of U.S. reaction according to policy goals as
much as they are examples of blatant aggression for
other nations.

Richard’s bad business
In response to Richard McNamara’s letter in the

Oct. 10 Lumberjack, I agree that parking is a problem
for thiscommunity. However, I find your proposal of

prohibiting staff from bringing their cars ludicrous.
Why impose the same restrictions on others which
you refuse to adopt?
Moreover, I can’t fathom why, in light of the continual energy crisis facing the world, you actually
advocate the use of cars over mass transit or alternative methods simply because they are more convenient. Your business sense just doesn’t make sense.

trade, even nuclear-weapons technology.

For years the U.S. made no earnest diplomatic or
economic effort to stem Hussein’s obviously bellicose
designs on power in the Middle East, only to say that
nothing short of force will likely turn him back now.

Iraq hopefully will withdraw or negotiate eventually,
but will undoubtedly demand as a precondition that
there be negotiations on Israel’s various occupied
territories (including Lebanon, which was invaded in

a way that the Arab world sees as no less belligerent
than Iraq’s venture into Kuwait).

On the other hand, as this month’s news leak about
attack plans showed, the U.S. may yet resort to an
attack on Iraq — an option of bloodthirsty nonsense
that would sacrifice thousands of American soldiers
and hostages to fight an “enemy” that was cheered on
by and aided by the U.S. not very long ago.
While it’s unlikely that Bush will resort to calling up
draftees (although the leaked attack plan seems to call

for hundreds of thousands more soldiers), any other
males who, like me, made a relatively quick, easy and
lawful visit to the post office should wonder if war
basically over oil is the wrong war at the wrong time
for the wrong reason.
4. Thou shalt impress upon thy students that the
outside world is ill-mannered; ergo, thou shalt set
an example.
5. Thou shalt remember that abrasiveness is
next to godliness.
6. Thou shalt believe that hurt feelings are only

hurt. A student has more to use.

7. Thou shalt reserve the right to lose thy tem-

per. Thou canst find it again.
8. Thou shalt never keep appointments. Nor
shalt thou notify in advance that thou art not; it is

none of a student's business.
9. Thou shalt demand perfection. For any infrac-

simply because they are not fashionable among certain elites in the community.”

10. Honor thy superiors, but no one below you.
Paul Hendrickson

There is a push throughout California and the
United States to promote car pooling, mass transit
and alternative methods of transportation. It’s not
discrimination against students; it’s called conservation, or had you not heard? You remind me so much
of George Bush when he asks the nation to conserve,
and then himself spends days on a gas-guzziing
cigarette boat for recreation. It’s always up to “them”
to make the sacrifices, isn’t it?
Lastly, I find great irony in reading that you are a

graduate student, theater arts

business major. Good business means saving now,

drop-in
basis. It is confidential and no one is required to talk.

Let my people go...

juniors, social work

with Iran (once the U.S. Enemy Number One in the
region), getting arms and intelligence, tons of U.S.

tion, state in aloud, clear voice, “You piss me off!”

attitude which sent our troops into the Gulf. Maybe
businessmen like you should leave policy-making to
those who can see the whole picture, not just the parts
they are most affected by.

Jamie Sacks
Dora Grossman

is a new Hitler, then he’s a Hitler who was treated like
an ally for the last decade by the U.S. as he waged war

Students are not being “denied the ability to use cars

ted against them. Our point is that women
are victims of violence, not the cause. To further the
victim-blaming, society also holds her responsible
for ending the relationship. It should be noted that
75 percent of the violence against women in intimate relationships occurs when she tries to leave or
files for divorce.
If you are a female student, there is an on-campus
critical thinking
p for women who are in or
have been in abusive relationships. This is a very
nontal, supportive group that runs on a
For more information, please call the HSU Counseling Center. You are not alone.

The longer American soldiers sit in the desert facing
Iraq, the sweatier things may get for Bush. If Saddam

preventing billions for cleanup later, not succumbing
to the most convenient and least energy-efficient
method, not further reliance on fossil fuels. It’s this

Sanjay Verma

junior, engineering

-&

College
1. Thou
2. Thou
3. Thou

teachers’ Ten Commandments:
shalt seldom praise.
shalt put down whenever possible.
shalt endeavor to find fault.

o

Just one more thing
The new Student and Business Services building won’t be complete until it is hidden behind a
grove of palm trees.
Erich Kruger

junior, wildlife management
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CALENDAR

For the week

of Oct. 24 - Oat. 30

a

24 FERED)
Jambalaya:

26}
_

Humboldt Blues Society Jam, $1

DAY ——_
z

4

International Beer Garden: Fritz Krylser, S2
cover.
Jambalaya: Buddy Brown & the Hound Dogs, $3
cover.
North Coast Inn: Other Guys Band.
Plaza Grill: Darius Brotman Jazz Trio, no cover.
Myrtlewood Lounge, Eureka: The Boggies, no
cover.
Club West: The Bishop Mayfield Band, $5 cover.

cover.

Et Cetera
There is a suicide prevention workshop at 7:30 p.m.
in NR 101.
“Energy Efficient Systems for Residenuial Homes,”
with Larry Goldberg, 6:30 p.m., Campus Center for
Appropriate Technology. Call 826-3551 for more
info.

Concerts

Women Against Violence to the Earth meets weekly
in the Karshner Lounge at 6 p.m.

The HSU Music Department is sponsoring a brass
recital featuring Renaissance, contemporary and jazz
compositions, at 8 p.m. in Fulkerson Recital Hall.
Admission is free. Call 826-3531 for more info.

|

soorginal

ply:

:

= Wall” will begin at 8 pm at

Pas§ les, limited scene. ‘Runs

:

aN

Plaza Grill:

The Humboldt Arts **>-:ncil presents Steve Bergman
with Naomi Steinberg and Janet Leonit performing
classical guitar and international folk music at the
Humboldt Cultural Center, Eureka, at 8:15 p.m. Tickets are $5.50 general, $4.50 students/seniors.

Francis Vanek fos Tio. no cover.

Jambalaya: Small Fish, $2 cover.
International Beer Garden: Buddy Brown & the
Hound Dogs, $2 cover.
Club West: The Bishop Mayfield Band, $5 cover.

North Coast Inn: Other Guys Band.
_ Myrtiewood Lounge, a

Et Cetera
A safe-sex lecture with film “Ya Like Totally Have
to Talk About Ya Know, It (Sex),” will begin at 2 p.m.
in SH 110. Free admission.

eae

The Boggies,

no

A two-day workshop on “Discovering Lifetime
Nutrition and Wellness” begins at 7 p.m. in Science B
135 and will be continued Saturday from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. Call 826-3471 for more info.

L

attle Or Bands” to» benefit the Veterans Asi begin ats p.m. in the Kate Buchanan
for.
info.

a
Music
sw
Jambalaya: Hunk of Funk, $1 cover.

Et Cetera

|

A meeting for “student work” abroad programs will
begin at 4 p.m. in NHE 113, and a meeting on the
basics of traveling abroad on a shoestring budget will
begin at 7 p.m. in NHE 113.

ee
Arcata
Music

ZL

;

|

1036 G

St.

Jambalaya:
Acoustic talent night with Thad
Beckman, $1 cover.

Wednesday and Thursday
“Presumed Innocent,” 7:45, and “Impulse,”
10:05.

Et Cetera

Friday thru Tuesday

International Beer Garden: Rosie Radiator and

the San Francisco Supertappers. Tickets $8, $7 with
tap shoes. Call 826-2739 for more info.

Friday

ou |

Women’s Volleyball vs. College of Notre Dame,
7:30 p.m., EG.

Saturday
Women’s Volleyball vs. Cal State Stanislaus, 7:30
p.m., EG.
Football vs. Cal State Hayward, 7 p.m., RB.

:

“Ghost,” 7:45, and “Field of Dreams,” 9:50.

Minor

1015 H St.

Wednesday and Thursday
1; “The Belly of an Architect,” 6:30 and “In the
Shadow of the Raven,” 8:55.
2: “Wild at Heart,” 6:45 and 9:15.

3: “The Blue Angel.” Call for showtime.

“The difference between sex and death is, with death
you can do it alone and nobody’ $ going to make fun of

Friday thru Tuesday
1: “The Reincarnation of Golden Lotus,” 6:45,
and “Presumed Innocent,” 8:55.

2: “Time of the Gypsies,” 6:40, and “Hanussen,”’
9:10.

3: “Wild at Heart.” Call for showtimes.
S@SGSBSBGBBRBRBRBBRBECRBEBRBRBSBERBRCRBBBEEEECE
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CLASSIFIED
ENVIRONMENTALLY
RESPONSIBLE high income potential.
New
invention reduces toxic exhaust emissions andimproves performance inmost

large and smallengines. Effective sales
aids. Call 677-3151.

FAST

10/24

FUNDRAISING

Plus a chance at $5000 more! This
programworks! No investment needed.
Call 800-932-0528. Ext. 50
And get your skis
Center
Activities

THANKSGIVING

SKI

EXTRAVA-

GANZA will be at Mount Bachelor for

four days of skiing with turkey dinner
included!!

campus.

12/6

FOR SALE

PROGRAM

$1000 in just one week. Earn up to
$1000 for your campus organization.

THINK SNOW!!
ready!
The

MODERN PROPHECY: A Bible study
examining current issues.
Monday
nights 7-9. Arcata 1st Baptist Church,
fireplace room. 17th & Union—next to

Make your reservation now

at 826-3357.

SMOKERS!
Cool and filter your tobacco smoke with a fine water pipe
from The Time Traveler gift shop.
Beautiful tie dyes, incense of India,
moody lights, tapestries and truly
amazing gifts. The Time Traveler, 854
9th Street, (next to Casa de Que Pasa)
in the Feuerwerker Building.
Open
10/24
Mon.-Sat. 11-6.
COCKATIEL FOR SALE-handtamed,

lovely pied female about 1 1/2 yrs. $30

MODELS NEEDED by artist/photographer. Flexible hours, good pay or trade
for portraits or portfolio prints. 442-7307
11/7

to good home.
trying. 10/31

Call 442-4848.

BELL BICYCLING

$40 or best offer.

HELMET:

Keep
NEW-

Call evenings 445-

5160.

WANTED
DRUMMER WANTED ASAP for recently formed rock band (mostly original). Hope to play locally soon. 8226126. Ask for Seth or Steve, or leave
message.
10/17

AUTOMOTIVES
‘78 PLYMOUTH TRAILDUSTER4WD,
very good condition, perfect for ski/surt
trips. Seats 5. $2000 OBO. Must sell.
826-0144.

SERVICES
WALRUS CYCLE WORKS-Have your
bicycle repaired or overhauled for less.
822-5466.
10/31
SEWING, MENDING, CUSTOM PILLOWS, window coverings, baby quilts,
nursery & layette items. “IT SEAMS TO
ME” Kathie Roe 822-5277
10/31

CHILD CARE: ART, CRAFTS, nature
walks, meals included.

a

ee

ee

SABIAN

S.282.6 010"

DRO.mORK.

a"
.

Swteheran®

Full or part-

time. Sunny Brae. Call Kathie Roe,
Misty Timbers Day Care 822-5277 License #121372967

10/31

PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING—Take pride in your report, term
paper, thesis, résumé or dissertation.
I'll make it beautifully presentable.
FastsEfficient-Friendly-Reasonable.
Call Martha

445-1814.

11/14

TYPING:
Letter perfect on recycled
paper, $1.75 per double-spaced page.
Cirrus, 822-7978. 11/14
NEED FINANCIAL AID FOR COLLEGE? For details write to EDUCARE
SCHOLARSHIP LOCATOR P.O. Box
949 Smith River, CA 95531 or call
(707) 487-1052 and leave your name
and address onthe answering machine.
THESE ADS REALLY WORK! TRY IT!

See

soeoma*
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Club

Listings

MIKE-—You seem to be standing on the
edge of the world, one foot
on a rock and
one foot on a cloud. I'll keep reading
Order Out of Chaos. With music, Janice

TIRED OF ASQUEAKY BICYCLE with
ears that don't shift?

Sign up for BI-

YCLE MAINTENANCE at Center Ac-

tivities. Two evening meetings (Nov. 5
and 7) plus an afternoon lab will offer all
the information you need to make your
own repairs. Call 826-3357 for information.
FREE COOOKIES 'N MILK! Wed., Oct
31, NHE 113, 3-4p.m. Meet the staff of
the new
Center.

substance

Abuse

Resource

SHARON: We had some great times
last year. Maybe we could work out our
problems and have some more this
year. | miss you. Love, Tim.
MAX? No, you are
else know whatitisto
The only dreams you
you have stolen from

for details

mistaken. None
wear this wolf suit.
haunt are those
me.
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Crime

“Most people who send their kids off
to college don’t think about (crime),”

¢ Continued from front page
Rep.

Doug

Bosco,

D-Calif.,

representing the district that includes
HSU, is a supporter of the bill.
According to Mitch Stogner, a Bosco
spokesman, Bosco said students should

°*M

ost people
who send their kids
off to college don’t
think about

(crime). 9
WILFRED MINKEN
Father of murdered college student

have

access

to

campus

crime

information in order to make decisions
for their
personal safety.
As of
Sept. 13, Bosco and 112 other
representatives were co-sponsors of the
bill. Congressional aides say Congress

Wilfred Minkensaid
ina March Gannett
News Service story.
“| think every parent would be
interested in knowing (about security
and crime). I think it’s a good bill,” he
said.
After hearing the Minkens’ story,
Connie and Howard Clery of Bryn
Mawr, Pa., decided to send their
daughter, Jeanne, to a small university
near their home instead of Tulane. In
1986 she was strangled by a male
student.
The Clerys have since lobbied and
successfully | convinced
the
Pennsylvania Legislature to pass a bill
requiring Pennsylvania colleges and
universities to disclose campus security
policies and crime statistics.
Following Pennsylvania’s lead, other
states including Florida, Louisiana,and
Tennessee passed similar legislation.
The Pennsylvania law provided the
framework for the Student Right to
Know Act.
In its current form, Title ll of the
Student Right to Know Act would
require colleges and universities “to
prepare, publish and distribute to all
current students and employees, and

is likely to pass the bill, and President

to any applicant for enrollment or
employment, upon request, an annual
report containing specified types of
information with respect to its campus
security policies and campus crime
Statistics.”
“It’s somewhat comparable to putting
a warning label ona product,” Aveilhe

Bush is expected to sign it.
The Student Right to Know Act came
about largely as a result of lobbying by
parents of student victims, including
Arlene and Wilfred Minken. Their
daughter, Karin, was murdered in 1984

in her off-campus apartment near
Tulane University in New Orleans.

COFFEEHOUSE

~

said.

EUROPEAN

MUSIC,

MAGS,

“Somewhere in all that great body of
propaganda that schools circulate —
and I don’t say that negatively — there
would have to be some statement of
availability of information regarding
crime so that the potential buyer, if you
look at it that way, would know that he
or she could access that information,”
he said.
The CSU has not yet made an official
statement regarding the pending
legislation, however many college
administrators
have
expressed
reservations about the involvement of
the federal government. The bill would
require colleges to notify the FBI of
campus crime statistics.
College administrators have further
reservations about the bill regarding
what constitutes “campus crimes.”
“The campus and community
sometimes are indistinguishable,” said
Robert H. Atwell, head of the American
Council on Education, ina San Francisco
Chronicle article earlier this month.
In the case of the CSU system,
community does seem to play a role in
the crime rates reported on particular
campuses.
According to statistics compiled by
CSU for 1989, campuses located in large
metropolitan areas had higher rates of
violent crimes, while those in rural

settings had slightly lower reports of
rapes and assaults.
There were no homicides reported in
the CSU in 1989, the report stated, which

is available to students and parents on
request. No violent crimes were
reported at HSU in 1989.
“We are at the low end in the area of

LIVE

NEWSPAPERS

AR

IRISH

MUSIC

SATURDAY

nun

all that great body of
propaganda that
schools circulate,

and I don’t say that
negatively, there
would have to be
some statement of
availability of
information
regarding crime. %
CLYDE

campus felonies,” said Edward “Buzz”
Webb, HSU vice president for student

affairs. “This is a safer campus than
most campuses, a safer community
than
most, but it’s not safe.”
That fact was never more clear than
in March 1988 when authorities
discovered the body of fisheries
graduate student Danielle Zumbrun in
the community forest behind the HSU
campus. Zumbrun had been shot while

jogging.

NIGHTS

.

FROG

POND

COFFEEHOUSE
CAPPUCCINO
PASTRIES

FIREPLACE

Le ha

Traditional Sauna Cabins
OPEN

EVERYDAY

12:00

NOON

INCLUDING

SUNDAYS

AND

HOLIDAYS
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AVEILHE

CSU director of federal relations
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